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10" HYBRID TABLE SAW
BEAUTIFUL WHITE COLOR!

- Motor: 2 HP, 110V/220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table with wings: 27" x 40"
- Arbor: 5/8" Arbor speed: 3850 RPM
- Capacity: 3/4" @ 90°, 2 3/8" @ 45°
- Rip capacity: 36" R, 12" L
- Quick change rip fence
- Cast iron trunnions
- Approx. shipping weight: 354 lbs.

**G0715P** INTRODUCTORY PRICE $765.00

17" HEAVY-DUTY BANDSAW
BEAUTIFUL WHITE COLOR!

- Motor: 2 HP, 110V/220V, single-phase, TEFC
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 17" sq.
- Table tilt: 10° L, 45° R
- Cutting capacity/throat: 16 1/4" Max. cutting height: 12 1/4"
- Blade size: 13 1/2" L (1/4" - 1" W) Blade speeds: 1700 & 3600 FPM
- Quick release blade tension lever
- Approx. shipping weight: 342 lbs.

**G0513P** INTRODUCTORY PRICE $795.00

10" LEFT-TILTING CONTRACTOR-STYLE TABLE SAW with Riving Knife

- Motor: 1 1/2 HP, 110V/220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table w/wings: 27 1/2" x 44"
- Arbor: 5/8" Arbor speed: 4200 RPM
- Capacity: 3/4" @ 90°, 2 3/8" @ 45°
- Rip capacity: 36" R, 12" L Approx. shipping weight: 342 lbs.

**G0713** INTRODUCTORY PRICE $850.00

10" LEFT-TILTING TABLE SAWS with Riving Knife & Cast Iron Router Table

- Motor: 3 HP or 5 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table size with wings: 27" x 48"
- Arbor: 5/8" Cutting capacity: 25 5/8" R, 8" L Max. depth of cut: 3" @ 90°, 2 1/4" @ 45° Approx. shipping weight: 546 lbs.

**G1023RLW** 3 HP $1175.00 SALE $1145.00
**G1023RLWX** 5 HP $1295.00 SALE $1225.00

10" CABINET TABLE SAW with Riving Knife & Extension Rails

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table: 27 1/4" x 74 1/4"
- Arbor: 5/8" Arbor speed: 4300 RPM
- Max. depth of cut: 3" @ 90°, 2 1/4" @ 45° Max. rip capacity: 50" Max. dado width: 1 1/4" Approx. shipping weight: 572 lbs.

**G0691** Reg. $1395.00 SALE $1350.00

14" BANDSAW

- Motor: 3/4 HP, 110V/220V, single-phase, TEFC
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 14" sq.
- Table tilt: 15° L, 45° R Cutting capacity/throat: 13 1/2" Max. cutting height: 6" Blade size: 92 1/2" - 93 1/2" L (1/4" - 1/2" W)
- Blade speed: 3000 RPM

**G0580** Reg. $395.00 SALE $375.00

ULTIMATE 14" BANDSAW

- Motor: 1 HP, 110V/220V, single-phase, TEFC
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 14" sq.
- Table tilt: 10° L, 45° R Cutting capacity/throat: 13 1/2" Max. cutting height: 6" Blade size: 92 1/2" - 93 1/2" L (1/4" - 1/2" W)
- Blade speed: 1500 & 3200 RPM Approx. shipping weight: 196 lbs.

**G0555P** INTRODUCTORY PRICE $425.00

19" HEAVY-DUTY EXTREME SERIES BANDSAW

- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TEFC
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 26 1/2" x 19"
- Table tilt: 6° L, 45° R Cutting capacity/throat: 18 1/4" Max. cutting height: 12" Blade size: 143 L (1/4" - 1/2" W)
- Blade speeds: 1700 & 3800 RPM Approx. shipping weight: 460 lbs.

**G0514X** $1250.00 SALE $1195.00

1-800-523-4777
TECHNICAL SERVICE: 570-546-9663
FAX: 800-438-5901

3 GREAT SHOWROOMS! BELLINGHAM, WA • MUNCY, PA • SPRINGFIELD, MO
HOT SUMMER SALE
PRICES VALID MAY 14th - SEPTEMBER 25th
GO TO GRIZZLY.COM® TO SEE ALL SALE SPECIALS

12" JOINTER/PLANER COMBINATION MACHINE
BEAUTIFUL WHITE COLOR!
- Motor: 5 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Jointer table size: 14" x 59/8" x 72/2"
- Cutohead dia.: 3/4"
- Cutohead speed: 5034 RPM
- Max. jointer depth of cut: 1/8"
- Max. width of cut: 12"
- Planer feed rate: 22 FPM
- Max. planer depth of cut: 1/8"
- Max. planer cutting height: 8"
- Planer table size: 12" x 23/4"
- Approx. shipping weight: 734 lbs.

G0634XP INTRODUCTORY PRICE $2195.00
ALSO AVAILABLE
G0633 JOINTER/PLANER $1995.00
G06342 SPIRAL CUTTERHEAD MODEL $2495.00

15" PLANERS
BEAUTIFUL WHITE COLOR!
- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TECF
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 5000 RPM
- Cuts per minute: 20,000
- Approx. shipping weight: 600 lbs.

G0665P INTRODUCTORY PRICE $775.00
WITH SPIRAL CUTTERHEAD
G0665PX INTRODUCTORY PRICE $1075.00

8" JOINTERS
- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TECF
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 13" x 60"
- Fence: 5/4" x 31/4" x 20"
- Cuterhead dia.: 3/4"
- Cutohead speed: 4950 RPM
- Bevel jointing: 45°, 90°, 135°
- Max. depth of cut: 1/4"
- Approx. shipping weight: 832 lbs.

G0706 $2195.00 SALE $1595.00
PARALLELOGRAM TABLE ADJUSTMENT

12" x 60" SHORT BED JOINTER
with Spiral Cutohead
FREE SAFETY PUSH BLOCKS
- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TECF
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 15" x 20"
- Min. stock thickness: 3/8"
- Min. stock length: 8"
- Max. cutting depth: 1/8"
- Feed rate: 16 FPM & 30 FPM
- Cutohead speed: 5000 RPM
- Approx. shipping weight: 660 lbs.

G0453P INTRODUCTORY PRICE $995.00
WITH SPIRAL CUTTERHEAD
G0453PX INTRODUCTORY PRICE $1475.00

15" DISC SANDER with Stand
- Motor: 1 1/2 HP, 220V, single-phase, 1720 RPM
- Cast iron sanding disc size: 15"
- Cast iron table size: 12" x 20"
- Table tilt: 0 - 45°
- Floor to table height: 37/8"
- Dust port: 2"x2"
- Approx. shipping weight: 232 lbs.

G0719 INTRODUCTORY PRICE $795.00
FEATURES BUILT-IN MOTOR BRACE & STORAGE CABINET WITH SHELF

1 HP WALL MOUNT DUST COLLECTOR
- Motor: 1 HP, 110V/220V, single-phase
- Amps: 14/7
- Intake size: 4"
- Bag size (dia. x depth): 13 1/2" x 24"
- Balanced steel, radial fin impeller
- Air suction capacity: 450 CFM
- Max. static pressure: 7.2"
- Approx. shipping weight: 51 lbs.

G0710 INTRODUCTORY PRICE $169.95
SPECIAL WALL MOUNT DESIGN!
EASY MOUNTING WALL BRACKET & LOCKING THUMB SCREW SECURES DUST COLLECTOR IN PLACE!

FREE 2011 CATALOG!
THOUSANDS OF HIGH QUALITY MACHINES & TOOLS
grizzly.com®
OVER 12,000 PRODUCTS ONLINE!
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DEMONSTRATE YOUR PATRIOTIC PRIDE

Memorial Flag Case Plan
woodmagazine.com/flagcase

American-Made Saw Blades
woodmagazine.com/forestblades

U.S./Canada Flag Intarsia Plan
woodmagazine.com/flagintarsia

State Quarters Display Plan
woodmagazine.com/quartermap

America's Best Workshops Issue
woodmagazine.com/abestworkshops10

Presidential Dollars Display Plan
woodmagazine.com/coindisplay

Made-in-Chicago Clamps
woodmagazine.com/chicones

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK TO GET THIS FREE PLAN

Visit WOOD's Facebook page at facebook.com/woodmagazine and
click the "like" button near the top of the page. We'll reward you with plans
for the wine rack shown at left, plus
you'll get exclusive discounts and ways
to win woodworking stuff.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED, 24/7

Got a woodworking question that can’t wait? Post it at woodmagazine.com/forums and get quick answers from your fellow woodworkers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Kudoed Posts</th>
<th>Posts</th>
<th>New</th>
<th>Latest Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Woodworking</td>
<td>33077</td>
<td>33077</td>
<td>42 minutes ago by nate2282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools and Tool Buying</td>
<td>14185</td>
<td>14185</td>
<td>11 minutes ago by gruhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info Sharing</td>
<td>2467</td>
<td>2467</td>
<td>Saturday by hannam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finishing and Refinishing</td>
<td>4908</td>
<td>4908</td>
<td>3 hours ago by Allen O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Turning</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>4076</td>
<td>an hour ago by Marlen at WO...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE SAWS with Riving Knife**
- 3 HP, 220V, single-phase motor
- Cast iron table size: 27” x 40¼”
- Max. rip capacity: (W1819) 29½", (W1820) 50”

**SLIDING TABLE and ROUTER TABLE ATTACHMENTS for W1819 & W1820**
- Industrial grade anodized aluminum table size: 47” x 9”
- Max. cross cut: 48”
- Precision ground cast iron table size: 27” x 20”
- Universal router mount

**CYCLONE DUST COLLECTOR**
- Motor: 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TEFC class “F”, 3450 RPM
- Air suction capacity: 1489 CFM
- Filter: 0.2-2 microns
- 55 gal. steel collection drum with casters
- Only 80” Tall!

**VARIABLE SPEED PLANER/MOULDING with Stand**
- Motor: 2 HP, 220V, single-phase
- Precision ground cast iron table with wings: 36½” x 10”W
- Max. cutting width: 7”
- Max. planing height: 7½”
- Moulding height: ¾”

**SLIDING TABLE SAW**
- 5 HP, 220V, single-phase motor
- Precision ground cast iron table measures 47” x 40” with extension
- Sliding table measures 63” x 12¼”
- Scoring blade eliminates cross grain tearout!

**8” JOINTER with Parallellogram Adjustable Beds**
- 3 HP, 220V, single-phase, TEFC motor
- Precision ground cast iron parallellogram design table measures 8” x 76½”
- Cutterheads:
  - (W1741) 4 HSS knives
  - (W1741S) spiral

**OUTSTANDING SHOP FOX® ACCESSORIES**

**ADJUSTABLE MOBILE BASES**
- Stronger frame with improved wheels and galvanized supports!

**JOINTER PAL® MAGNETIC KNIFE SETTING JIG**
- Set jointer knives in perfect alignment every time!

**ALUMA-CLASSIC® FENCE**
- Extruded Aluminum & Steel Construction Precision Right Angle Design

**WOODSTOCK INTERNATIONAL, INC. IS ALSO HOME TO THESE OTHER FINE BRANDS:**
- STEELX®, PRO-STICK®, PLANER PAL®, JOINTER PAL®, BOARD BUDDIES®, PARROT VISE®, ROMAN CARBIDE® ROUTER BITS AND SHAPER CUTTERS.

**SHOPFOX.BIZ**
- Visit our website or call toll free to find an authorized dealer near you.

**SHOP FOX® is a registered trademark of Woodstock International, Inc.**
- 1-800-840-8420
Easy-to-Build Summer Seating

Comfy Classic Garden Bench Plan
DP-00512 $9.95

Easy Glider Plan
DP-00305 $8.95

Adirondack Chair & Footstool Plan
DP-00197 $8.95

Garden Bench Plan
DP-00362 $5.95

Download these woodworking plans at the prices shown, or have them mailed directly to you for $3 more per plan.

To download a plan yourself or to view 1,100 more plans, go to woodmagazine.com/plans

Call toll free 1-888-636-4478 for paper-plan credit card orders.
A light? A table? Make mine a lighted table

I liked two recent WOOD magazine projects so much that I combined them into one. The resulting table at right is a hybrid of the Luminous Display Pedestal from issue 200 (October 2010) and the Hall Table in issue 199 (September 2010). I built my table from curly cherry with quilted maple veneer to cover the panels.

The electric cord for the light hides in a groove in one of the back legs. Thanks for the inspiration!

—Bruce Dikeman, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Article updates

**Issue 201 (November 2010)**

- A few dimensions on the Drop-Down Battery Dispenser were listed incorrectly on page 32. These drawings show the correct dimensions.

**Issue 202 (December/January 2010/2011)**

- The copper cap for the Gumball Machine on page 53 should be ⅛” I.D.

Please work safely

In order to show you precise details in photos, we frequently remove safety guards. In your work, be sure to use all safety devices, as well as wearing vision, breathing, and hearing protection.

—WOOD magazine editors

HOW TO REACH US

- **For woodworking advice:** Post your woodworking questions (joinery, finishing, tools, turning, dust collection, etc.) on one of our online forums at woodmagazine.com/forums.

- **To contact our editors:** Send your comments via e-mail to woodmail@woodmagazine.com or write to WOOD magazine, 1716 Locust St., LS-221, Des Moines, IA 50309.

- **Subscription assistance:** To contact us about your WOOD subscription, visit woodmagazine.com/service. Or write to WOOD magazine, P.O. Box 37439, Boone, IA 50037-0439; e-mail wdmcustserv@cdsfulfillment.com. Include your name and address as it appears on your magazine label, renewal notice, or invoice.

- **To find past articles:** See our index at woodmagazine.com/index.

- **To order past issues and articles:** For past issues of WOOD magazine in print or on DVD-ROM, our neweststand-only issues, or downloadable articles, visit woodmagazine.com/store.

- **Updates to previously published projects:** For an up-to-date listing of changes in dimensions and buying-guide sources from issue 1 through today, go to woodmagazine.com/editorial.
More tips for building better birdhouses

In my studies as a wildlife and plant biologist, I have researched all aspects of making homes for birds and have built many birdhouses to keep them safe and healthy. On page 79 of issue 202 (December/January 2010/2011) you list appropriate opening sizes for birdhouses, but I’d like to suggest some additional details.

First, build birdhouses from lumber at least ¾” thick to provide insulation from extreme temperatures. In addition to the opening, bore a few small ventilation holes in the bottom or top of the sides. The interior surface near the entry hole needs to be rough so the birds, particularly young ones leaving the nest, can get a good foothold while climbing out.

Locate the birdhouses properly, keeping in mind exposure to wind, rain, sun, and the birds’ preferred habitat. For example, bluebirds like wide open fields, while wrens prefer bushy areas. And for best results, maintain the houses to ensure wasps and house sparrows stay out, and clean out old nests and parasites at the end of every season.

Most importantly, protect the houses from predators, as many animals enjoy the easy meal of bird eggs or babies. For more info, go to tinyurl.com/34rk6kf.

—Lance Gardner, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point, Va.
**Top Shop Tip**

**Press-on, peel-off to transfer patterns**

I’ve found a method for transferring patterns to wood that doesn’t destroy the paper pattern or make a mess of the wood. The solution lies with a kitchen product called Glad Press’n Seal®. (Find it with the aluminum foil and plastic wraps.)

Simply peel a length of the film off the roll, press it—sticky-side down—to the paper pattern, and trace the pattern with a ball-point pen or a fine-point felt-tip marker. Then peel the film from the pattern, press it onto the wood blank, and cut away. When you’re finished, just peel off the film. No need for solvents or scraping.

—Henry Blechl, Vista, Calif.

---

**Your tips earn cash, tools!**

Tell us how you’ve solved a workshop stumper. If we print it, you’ll get $100 and a DVD video of Woodworking Secrets: Tips & Techniques (woodmagazine.com/tipsdvd). And, if your idea garners Top Shop Tip honors, we’ll also reward you with a tool prize worth at least $300.

Send your best ideas, along with photos or drawings and your daytime phone number, to Shop Tips, WOOD Magazine, 1716 Locust St., LS-221, Des Moines, IA 50309-3023. Or, by e-mail: shoptips@woodmagazine.com. Include your contact info in the e-mail.

Because we try to publish original tips, please send your tips only to WOOD® magazine. Sorry, submitted materials can’t be returned.
Nothing fishy about these hardware bins
Here’s my take on a low-dough hardware storage system. This cabinet has hardboard drawers that ride in ¼” slots. Sardine tins (thoroughly cleaned and any sharp edges filed, of course) double-face-taped to the drawers hold the hardware. Of course, if you don’t like sardines as much as I do, you could substitute mint tins or inexpensive plastic food-storage containers.

—Serge Duclos, Delson, Que.

continued on page 10
Shop Tips

Make a slim scraper from scrap
Here's a quick, disposable scraper that works great for cleaning up glue squeeze-out. Bandsaw a 1/8"-deep kerf in a scrap-stock “handle” at approximately a 15° angle. Then epoxy a utility knife blade into the kerf.

—Stan Liedman, Maple Grove, Minn.

Tiny table gets a grip on small parts
The smaller the part you drill on your drill press, the more important it is to clamp it for safety and accuracy. Ironically, the smaller the part, the more difficult it is to clamp to the table. My solution, this I-beam fixture, provides a tiny table to position and clamp most any small part. My drill-press auxiliary table has T-track already installed, so the slots on the fixture allow it to move in two dimensions; but you could also simply clamp the base of the fixture to your table. Hot glue a hardboard top to the fixture for a sacrificial surface that can be pried off once it’s damaged.

—Len Urban, Rancho Mirage, Calif.
Smart and safe small-part square-up
When making boxes or small cabinets, squaring up small parts can be way too dangerous on the jointer. Instead, use this trick: Clamp a jointer plane upside down in your bench vise together with a shop-made wooden fence. Then joint the piece as you would with a power jointer—by running it against the fence and across the plane blade.

—Alejandro Balbis, Longueuil, Que.

Screw eyes driving you nuts?
Use a nut driver
Using large fingers to install small screw eyes into picture frames can be frustrating at best, and painful at worst. For me, a set of nut drivers works well to drive the hardware into the wood.

—Robert Marchant, Deltona, Fla.
**Shop Tips**

**Tool stop ends chuck mishaps**
To provide both a visual reference and a guard that prevents a turning tool from catching in spinning chuck jaws, I welded a ¼”-diameter steel rod to the end of my tool rest. As a beginning turner, this has added both safety and peace of mind.

—Kenneth Cook, Plattsburgh, N.Y.

**Put some extra spring in your grip**
Often when you need to place a spring clamp, you only have one hand to spare. But with failing hand strength, I’ve found it increasingly difficult to open spring clamps one-handed. The solution: Before starting a glue-up, I use both hands to place the required number of clamps on a scrap of wood. With the clamps near their maximum capacity, as shown below, they are much easier to use one-handed.

—Len Urban, Rancho Mirage, Calif.
Scissor-lift support cuts need for a third hand
This adjustable-height support serves as an extra hand. It’s especially useful for joining two parts where clamps would get in the way. With the lock nuts just loose enough to allow motion, the scissor action lets me adjust the support to the perfect height, and the wing nut locks it firmly in place.

—Charles Mak, Calgary, Alta.
Great Ideas for Your Shop

Divide and conquer

Bandsaw Blade Organizer

Storing blades of various widths and tooth counts for his 14” bandsaw presented a problem for Howard Lang of Wilmington, North Carolina, so he designed an organizer we knew you’d love. Use 2x4 stock for the angled spacers, ¼” hardboard for the dividers, and ¾” plywood for the back. Customize the holder to house as many blades as you normally store (we made ours to hold eight blades), sizing the angled spacers ½” thicker than the width of your blades.

Cut the spacers and dividers to shape, with a 1” radius on the corners, where shown at right. Glue and clamp the pieces together, keeping the edges flush. (A brad nailer speeds up the process and allows you to skip the clamping.) For long bandsaw blade, coil a blade, measure the diameter, and make the length of the dividers (front to back) 2” longer than the blade’s measured diameter and the height 1” taller than the radius.

Cut the back at least ½” wider and 3” taller than the assembled blade holder. Drill mounting holes, and attach the holder to the back. Then, screw the assembled organizer to your shop wall.

Project design: Howard E. Lang, Wilmington, N.C.

For a FREE video on coiling a bandsaw blade, go to woodmagazine.com/coilblade
HOW CAN THE BEST GENERAL PURPOSE SAW BLADE GET EVEN BETTER?

Make It Available In Thin & Full Kerf Designs For Every Table & Chop Miter Saw!

Introducing the Premier Fusion saw blade in both Thin and Full Kerf design. Now woodworkers have a superior general purpose blade for both the table and chop miter saw in the shop and for the lower horsepower saw on the job site. The New Thin Kerf combines the advanced Premier Fusion features with a thinner kerf design to provide a flawless finish while reducing material waste, which makes it the ideal choice for lowered powered saws.

Freud’s patent-pending Premier Fusion Saw Blade is the most technologically advanced blade on the market with a radical new “Fusion” tooth design that combines a double side grind with a 30 degree Hi-ATB to produce a glass-smooth, chip-free top and bottom surface while ripping and crosscutting.

The unique Fusion tooth design, combined with Freud-made TiCo™ Hi-Density Carbide, superior anti-vibration design and patented Perma-SHIELD® non-stick coating create the ultimate general purpose saw blade with flawless cutting performance.

Choose from four blades in the Full Kerf Premier Fusion series – 8”, 10”, 12” and 14” or try the new Thin Kerf 10” Premier Fusion. Use a Premier Fusion blade once and you’ll be convinced.

Freud’s Fusion Tooth Design vs. Others

To sign up for Freud’s e-mail newsletter or to find a dealer near you visit or call: www.freudtools.com 1-800-472-7307

Red saw blades and router bits are a registered trademark of Freud America, Inc. ©2010
All 26 Years of WOOD on one DVD-ROM!

The easy searchable index takes you instantly to

305 Furniture Projects
920 Weekend Projects
1,625 Shop Tips
250 Shop Projects
570 Tool Reviews
810 Skill-building Techniques

Order online at woodmagazine.com/DVDlibrary or by phone at 888-636-4478

Special pricing for owners of the 25-year collection!
Weekend Project

Crisscross Clock

A simple technique for the inlay makes this clock a quicker build than you might expect.

1. Begin by cutting the body to size [Drawing 1] from a 1½”-thick blank of cherry (or two ¾”-thick pieces laminated together).

2. Lay out the four plug holes [Drawing 1] and drill the ¼” holes ¼” deep. Cut four ⅜”-long segments from a ⅛” birch dowel, and glue them into the holes [Photo A]. (If you don’t have a dowel, use a ⅛” plug cutter to make plugs from any light-colored wood.)

3. Using a crosscut blade on your tablesaw, cut four ⅛”-deep horizontal kerfs in the body [Drawing 1].

4. From ¼”-thick walnut stock, make a 3×16” blank for the inlay. After ripping test strips to get the perfect fit in the grooves, rip four strips and crosscut slightly longer than the grooves. Glue the strips into the grooves, and sand flush when dry.
**Weekend Project**

5 Cut the four vertical grooves [Drawing 1] with the same crosscut blade. Glue inlay strips into these grooves, let dry, and sand them flush.

6 Lay out the centerpoint for the clock insert [Drawing 1], and bore the hole using a 3¼" Forstner bit or an adjustable circle cutter. (If you don't own a cutter that size, see page 20 for tips on cutting large holes by other methods.)

7 Draw the arch as shown, cut it at the bandsaw or with a jigsaw, and sand it smooth. Finish-sand all surfaces.

8 Cut the top to size and chamfer the four bottom edges [Drawing 2]. Sand the top smooth and glue the top to the body, centered in all directions.

9 Apply three coats of aerosol lacquer or polyurethane, sanding between coats with a 320-grit sponge.

---

**Source**

Clock movement: part #200263, $79.50 plus shipping and handling. Schlaubaugh & Sons, 800-346-9663, schsons.com

---

**DRILL AND FILL**

A Orient the grain of all four plugs in the same direction. When dry, trim the plugs with a block plane and sand them flush.

---

**EXPLODED VIEW**

Clock movement
They're Back

No. 4
Smoothing Plane

No. 62
Low Angle Jack Plane

No. 9-1/2
Block Plane

No. 60-1/2
Low Angle Block Plane

No. 92
Shoulder/Chisel Plane

Stanley® Revisits A Cherished Era of Quality and Craftsmanship.

Introducing the new line of Stanley® premium hand planes. Their mechanical precision, simple adjustment features, and top-quality materials are once again worthy of the famous Sweetheart™ logo... a distinction that professionals and serious woodworkers recognize as a coveted symbol of quality. Not only do these hand planes maintain a tradition of quality and craftsmanship, they also offer a Sweetheart™ price as well.

Visit a participating Stanley® dealer near you to own yours today.
Large Holes in 5 Easy Steps

Boring big or odd-size holes just got a whole lot easier using this simple method.

Many times when making trays, shallow bowls, or clocks, the need arises to cut large holes. Often the holes are odd-size diameters or irregularly shaped. As you’ll see in the steps below, a router, pattern bit, and shop-made template will cut these holes accurately every time.

1. Mark the workpiece
Cut an MDF or hardboard template to the desired hole shape using a jigsaw, scroll saw, or circle cutter. Sand sawn edges smooth. Now, hold the template on the workpiece and mark the hole location as shown.

2. Rough-out the hole
Using a drill press and 1” Forstner bit set just less than the finished hole depth, hog out as much material from the hole as you can. Be sure to leave the layout line to relocate the template on the workpiece.

3. Reinstall the template
Using double-faced tape or hotmelt glue, attach the template to the workpiece. Take care aligning it with the marked layout line.

4. Rout the hole
Chuck a pattern bit in your router, set its depth so the bit’s bearing contacts the template, and rout around the template’s hole in a clockwise direction, smoothing the roughed-out edge of the bored hole.

5. Complete the hole
If the hole can be routed to finished depth with the template in place, reset the bit depth and complete routing the hole. If the bit won’t safely reach the finished depth with the template in place, remove the template, reset the bit depth and complete the hole as shown at top.
Think Fast!

When your woodworking calls for speed...Think Instant Bond!

Although our core Titebond® Wood Glue product line is ideal for a vast majority of woodworking applications, we realize there is a growing need for faster, and in some cases, “instant” adhesion capabilities. For this reason, we now offer the Titebond Instant Bond line of ethyl-cyanoacrylate-based wood adhesives (a.k.a. super glues), complete with an adhesive activator that accelerates the bonding process.

Titebond Instant Bond is a two-part bonding system that takes between 5-15 seconds to set and 30-60 seconds for initial cure. The adhesives provide a strong, permanent bond and are ideal for hard to reach joints or surface areas that are difficult to clamp. Designed primarily for wood and wood products, Instant Bond adhesives are also very effective on a wide variety of materials and substrates.

For more information and details on the adhesives, visit www.titebond.com/InstantBond 1.800.347.4583
If You Love Someone, Send Them FREE

Exclusive FREE Jewelry Offer - This DiamondAura® True Heart Pendant is our gift to you.

Your first question is “Why?” Why would any company give away sterling silver jewelry for FREE? It doesn’t make sense. It sounds like a trick. There has to be a catch. Nobody else does this, right?

Exactly. Nobody else does this. That’s the point. Stauer isn’t like anybody else and we can prove it. Call today and we’ll send you this stunning 4 ½ carat DiamondAura® True Heart Pendant in gleaming .925 sterling silver, absolutely FREE. You pay only $19.95 for shipping & processing, our normal fee for a $179 pendant... and we’ll even pay you back with a $25 Gift Coupon that will arrive with your pendant!

A spectacular symbol of love. Nothing is more important than making a great first impression. That’s why we chose the lab-created DiamondAura True Heart Pendant. One of jewelry’s most distinctive cuts, the heart shape absolutely explodes with brilliant light.

Our designers set the 4 ½ carat, white DiamondAura center piece atop a unique “cage” setting of rhodium-plated, .925 sterling silver and surrounded it with a halo of 22 round-cut DiamondAura dazzlers. It’s easy to see why our clients are raving. You won’t find a clearer expression of true love!

What is DiamondAura? Gemologists have broken the code to create an impeccable lab-created stone with even more fire and better clarity than mined diamonds. In the laboratory, they found a way to match the brilliance of a diamond while avoiding the outrageous price. The complex laboratory process involves rare minerals heated to an incredibly high temperature of nearly 5,000°F inside some very modern and expensive equipment. Best of all, the science behind DiamondAura lets you indulge in large-carat luxury free from environmental (or political) concerns!

Our exclusive lab-created DiamondAura is hard enough to cut glass and retains every jeweler's specification including color, cut, clarity and carat weight. According to the book Jewelry and Gems: The Buying Guide the technique used in DiamondAura offers, “The best diamond simulation to date, and even some jewelers have mistaken these stones for mined diamonds.”

Now back to your first question. This offer sounds too good to be true, but we made it “too good” for a reason. Once you get a look at the selection, stories and stunning offers available from Stauer, we bet you’ll be back. Our idea of luxury is hard to resist. True luxury doesn’t have to cost a fortune. We don’t spend big money on billboards, celebrity photo shoots or retail stores. We’d rather spend it on you.

Order today and get “Better Than FREE” Shipping. If I had my way, we’d ship the True Heart Pendant to you at no charge. Unfortunately, the rising cost of gas and freight makes that impossible. But what I can do is send you a bonus to make up the difference. That’s right, order today and I’ll include a $25 Stauer Gift Coupon with your FREE Pendant.

DiamondAura® True Heart Pendant (4 ½ ctw) $179.00
Your Cost—FREE — pay shipping & processing only.
Call now to take advantage of this extremely limited offer. 1-888-201-7050
Promotional Code DHP144-02
Please mention this code when you call.

Stauer®
14101 Southercross Drive W., Dept. DHP144-02
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com
Why buy?
Every workshop should have at least one band clamp—also known as a strap or web clamp—for pulling together joints on projects that prove difficult for standard bar or pipe clamps, such as frames, chairs, cases, columns, or any odd-shaped project. They all come with corner blocks for supporting angled joints, but you also can use these clamps without them. Just be aware that without corner blocks, glue squeeze-out seeps into the nylon bands and can be difficult to remove.

Bob Saunders, owner of Prairie Rose Woodworking Studio in Indiana, Iowa, tested nine band clamps and recommends these three.

Expert test-drive:
This low-cost clamp works like the ratcheting tie-downs I use to secure cargo to my pickup truck. But instead of rubber-coated metal hooks on the ends of the 16-long nylon band, it’s secured to the ratchet at one end with the other end loose to pull through the ratchet before tightening. It comes with four 90° nylon corner brackets that clip onto the band and work great for square glue-ups. For odd angles, I use Lee Valley’s accessory variable-angle corners (4-pack, #50K57.01, $12.95, shown in the photo) because they adjust from 30° to 180°—the only ones with this much flexibility. My advice: Buy the band clamp (#17F10.02) itself for $9.95, then get the variable corners.

To learn more:
800-871-8158, leevalley.com

--

Expert test-drive:
Craftsman’s easy-to-use band clamp has a one-handed ratcheting mechanism (with rubber overmolded handles) that frees up my other hand to adjust the corner blocks as I tighten it. The 16-long nylon band pulled out easily when I depressed the release button, and automatically locked when I let go. The band’s metal end hooks onto a magnetic rod that prevents the hook from coming loose while setting it up. The corner blocks adjust from 60° to 180°, but I wish Craftsman would sell extra blocks for clamping up projects with more than four corners.

To learn more:
800-383-4814, craftsman.com

--

Expert test-drive:
Of the seven clamps I tested similar to this one, I prefer the Bessey. Its handle closely resembles those on my Bessey K-Body parallel-jaw clamps and fits my hand perfectly. Its 23-long nylon band was longest in the test, and although I might never need all that length, it’s nice to have it available in a tight, easy-to-use reel that never gets in the way. And the metal hasp proves easy to couple and disconnect. With swiveling jaws that snugly fit 60° to 180° angles, the corner blocks have open “pockets” inside the corners to keep glue squeeze-out from getting on them.

To learn more:
800-828-1004, besseytools.com
Mobile Sheet-goods Rack/Cutoff Station

This compact unit packs loads of lumber into only 18” of width. Casters let you swivel one end to load up sheet goods from your driveway, then swivel the other to offload sheets into your shop. The short rack side doubles as a simple panel saw, right, maximizing shop space even more. You can make it in a few hours from a single sheet of ¾” plywood, one 2×6, and seven 2×4s.

Build up the base
Start by cutting and assembling the 2×4 base with #8×3” flathead wood screws, as shown in the Exploded View on page 25. Add the 2×6 to the “sheets” side of the base keeping the bottoms of the base members flush. Cut a 16½×96” piece of ¾” plywood to serve as the top of the base. Use a jigsaw to notch the ends and attach it to the base with #8×2” flathead wood screws.

IT DOUBLES AS A CUTOFF STATION
The protruding ends act as both a clamping surface and a spacer between the spinning blade and the cutoffs stowed behind. Use a clamp-on straightedge to guide your saw.
Stack up the rack

Cut the ends and divider to 13 × 47 3/4". Then, lay out and cut the angle on each, where shown in the Ends and Divider drawing. Set aside the angled cutoffs for later. Lay out the radius on the top of each end and the divider and jigsaw them to shape.

On the divider only, measure from the top and crosscut the divider down to 43 3/8". Jigsaw the notches for the 2 × 4 supports where shown, then trace the cutout locations onto the end pieces for later reference.

With the base sitting flat on your workbench, attach the ends to the base, flush at the bottom edges and snug against the notches in the base top. (The ends protrude 1/2" from the front of the base to prevent sawing into the horizontal supports when used as a cutoff station. See photo on page 24.)

Crosscut the four horizontal supports to fit between the ends. Mark the location of the divider at 50° on each as well as on the base top. Install the horizontal supports and the divider, positioning it using the marks.

From the angled cutoffs you set aside, cut 3 1/2 × 4 1/8" filler pieces to fit under the protruding edge of the base top, where shown.

Install the four support blocks on the “shorts” side to serve as supports for breaking down sheet goods. Now load ‘er up, tuck ‘er away in the corner, and enjoy the extra space you’ve created. 🙆.

Project design: Kevin Boyle
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

For enlargeable versions of these drawings go to woodmagazine.com/cutoffstation
Find the Right Blade, Right Tension, Right Results

Match your bandsaw blade to the job, then set up the saw for accurate cuts, time after time.

Bandsaw blades are like drill-press speeds: We know we should change them for different tasks, but we usually don’t. However a little extra effort to change those blades will reward you with better cuts and longer-lasting equipment. Here’s how to best match the blade to the job at hand.

**Blade basics**
As you shop for blades, it helps to know some of the essential terms (see below):
- **Gullet**: a chip-clearing gap between the teeth.
- **Pitch**: the spacing of teeth, expressed in teeth-per-inch (TPI).

- **Rake angle**: the angle of the tooth face relative to the blade body.
- **Set**: the pattern of bending teeth to the left or right to create a kerf wide enough to keep wood from pinching the blade body as you cut.

Next match the blade pitch to the workpiece thickness. The thinner the stock, the greater the TPI you can use. You want at least three teeth in the wood at any one time as the blade cuts, but no more than 12, top right. (To resaw pieces more than 6” wide, just slow the feed rate.) More teeth leave smoother surfaces, but have smaller gullets that inhibit chip clearing.

Match the blade to the task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For this job...</th>
<th>...use this blade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fine cuts and tight curves in stock thinner than ½”</td>
<td>⅛” - ⅜”, 10 - 14 tpi, standard tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrollwork in stock about ¼” thick</td>
<td>⅛”, 4 - 6 tpi, standard tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General-purpose work, curves &gt;⅛”</td>
<td>⅛”, 6 tpi, skip tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth, straight crosscuts and rips</td>
<td>⅛”, 14 tpi, standard tooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resawing maximum-width hardwoods or green wood</td>
<td>½”, 3 tpi, hook or skip tooth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Saw size may limit maximum blade width.

For general rules on the best TPI for everyday jobs, see the chart above. To match a blade to curved cuts, refer to the chart below. For resawing, install the widest blade that fits your saw as specified in the manual.
Turn up the tension

With too little tension, bandsaw blades will stall in the wood or drift off the cut line. But too much tension stresses the saw, as shown above, and shortens blade life. You can buy expensive (though accurate) tensioning gauges, but tensioning needn’t be that precise. Instead, set the tension one of these three ways:

- **The built-in tensioning scale.** These typically indicate more than the actual tension, but they’re sufficient for most jobs. If you notice blade deflection, try one of the following methods.
- **The deflection test.** First set the blade tension using the built-in gauge and raise the upper guide as high as it will go. Then stand a square 3⁄8” from the blade, and push the center of the blade with your thumb, as shown above. Under moderate pressure, the blade should just touch the square.
- **The “flutter” test.** With the guide blocks or bearings withdrawn from the blade, tension the blade using the built-in gauge. Turn on the saw and release tension a half-turn at a time until the blade visibly flutters. Now increase the tension until the fluttering just stops; then add a quarter- to a half-turn of the tensioning knob.

Now set the guides

With the blade tensioned and the saw unplugged, loosen the upper and lower pairs of guide blocks and back off both thrust bearings. (Spin the blade wheels by hand to center the blade if you’ve changed blades.)

Place paper spacers between the loosened upper guide blocks or bearings, and press the blocks and spacers against the blade body, right. Tighten the guides in place while pressing them against the blade, and repeat for the lower guides. Now advance the upper thrust bearing until the blade just clears it, far right. Tighten the thrust bearing in position, repeat for the lower thrust bearing, and you’re ready to cut.

Written by Bob Wilson

[woodmagazine.com]
Easy, breezy
Glider

Sit back, relax, and enjoy summer evenings with a friend in this comfy glider. To build it, you need only “one-by” and “two-by” cedar boards, screws, and the simple swinging hardware sourced on page 34.

Build two side frames for the seat

1. On the clearest areas of 1½"-thick dimensional cedar, lay out parts A–K ½" longer than listed [Materials List, page 34; Shop Tip, opposite page]. Crosscut and rip the pieces to rough lengths and finished widths. Set aside all parts but the legs (A) for now.

2. Crosscut the legs (A) to length, then lay out the notch to receive the arm rail (C) [Drawing 1]. On one leg only, lay out the three points that define the curve and draw the curve [Photo A].

3. Set your tablesaw blade 1½" above the table and position the rip fence 2¾" from the outside of the blade. Make repeated passes to cut the notch in each leg (A) [Photo B]. Bandsaw or jigsaw the

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
- Approximate materials cost: $130 for cedar, $28 for glider hardware (see Source), and $42 for nuts, bolts, washers, and screws.
- Suitable for use on the porch, deck, or lawn.

Dimensions: 58"W x 27¾"D x 42"H

Find more issues at magazinesdownload.com
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curve in one leg and sand it smooth. Using this leg as a template, transfer the curve to the other legs. Cut the curves, then stack and clamp all four legs together to sand them to final shape. Start with 100-grit sandpaper and end with 150 grit.

4 Crosscut the lower rails (B) to finished length [Drawing 2]. Set your tablesaw miter gauge to 15° and miter-cut the arm rails (C) to finished length. A Quick Tip! Save time and improve accuracy. Leave your miter gauge set at 15° for cutting several more pieces in the next few steps. Lay out and cut the curve at the front end of each arm rail. Screw each lower rail between two legs (A), then glue and screw the arm rails in place [Photo C].

Note: For the screw joints on this project, drill 3/8" countersunk pilot holes before driving the screws. Also use a glue suitable for outdoor applications: type I or III yellow (PVA) or a polyurethane glue.

5 Retrieve the center seat rail (D). Lay out the 15° angle at the back, and the curve on the top edge [Drawing 3, Photo D]. At the tablesaw, miter-cut the end of the rail, then cut the top edge with a jigsaw or bandsaw, and sand the top edge to 150 grit.

SHOP TIP
Create clear stock, even when it’s knot
Careful layout of parts minimizes knots that can weaken your project or detract from its appearance. In Photo A, the knots fall into waste areas of the leg (A) blank, yielding a clear workpiece.
Use the center seat rail (D) as a template to lay out the curved shape of the end seat rails (E) and the angled end of the end-rail braces (F) [Drawing 3]. Miter-cut the ends of these pieces. Then cut the curves in the end seat rails and sand them to shape. Finish-sand the seat rails and end-rail braces.

With the miter gauge still at 15°, miter-cut the uprights (G) to length [Drawing 2]. Glue and screw an end seat rail (E) to an end-rail brace (F), flush at the front and bottom. Glue and screw an upright to this assembly with its end flush to the bottom edges of the rail and brace. Repeat this process to create a mirrored assembly (E-G) for the opposite side of the glider. Screw and glue each side assembly to a leg assembly (A-C) [Photo E].

**Add a place to sit**

1. Cut the back rails (H) and front rail (I) to size [Drawing 4]. Join the side assemblies (A-G) by screwing a back rail to each end-rail brace (F), flush at the back [Photo F]. Cut the lower splat fillers (J) to finished length [Drawing 5] and use them as spacers to position the upper back rail [Photo G].
2. Rout ¼" round-overs on the front bottom edge and ends of the front rail (I) [Drawing 4], then screw it to the ends of the seat rails (E). Screw the center seat rail (D) between the front and back (H) rails, centered on their lengths, and flush with their top edges.
3. Place a ⅜"-thick scrap between the lower splat fillers (J) and center this assembly on the length of the back rails (H) [Photo H]. Screw through both back rails into the splat fillers and then remove the scrap.

4. To determine the length of the upper splat fillers (K), measure from the top face of the upper back rail (H) to the top of an upright (G). Cut the upper splat fillers to this length, then set them aside. From ¼"-thick stock, rip and crosscut the narrow splats (L) to size, with a 15° bevel on one end [Drawing S]. Rout ⅛" round-overs on the front faces, except for the bottom ends. Glue and screw a narrow splat to the front edge of each upright (G) and lower splat filler (J). Retrieve the upper splat fillers and glue and screw them in place [Photo J].

**Back it up**

1. Cut the splats (M) to size [Materials List] and cut fourteen ⅜"-thick spac-
LAY OUT THE ARC ON THE SPLATS

A clamp on each side of the splat dry assembly marks the ends of the arc. Place a thin scrap against the clamps and flex it to the high point of the arc; then trace along the scrap. Unclamp the assembly and cut each splat individually.

SECURE THE SPLATS

Arrange the splats (M) and spacers, draw lines centered on the thickness of the rails (H), and drive screws along the lines.

ers. Clamp six splats together with their bottom edges flush and spacers between them [Photo J]. Flex a thin strip to lay out the arc along the top of the assembly [Drawing 5]. Cut the arc, then set the pieces aside and repeat the process for the remaining six splats. Rout ¼” round-overs around both faces except the bottom edges, then sand the splats to 150 grit.

2 Clamp a scrap below the lower back rail (H) to support the splats (M) and spacers for one side of the glider [Photo K]. Screw the splats in place [Drawing 5]. Repeat to secure the remaining splats.

3 Using an 8”-long ¼” drill bit (found at home centers), bore two holes through each leg (A), centered on their thickness [Drawing 1; Shop Tip, opposite]. Secure a

SEAT BACK
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6 LEFT ARM

(Right arm is mirror image)
Stack the end rails (R) and cross rails (S) as you screw them in place, keeping their ends and faces flush.

5½” carriage bolt in each upper hole with a flat washer, lock washer, and nut.

4 Rip and crosscut the front slat (N) and the slats (O) to size [Drawing 4, Materials List]. Rout ½” round-overs on the top faces, and sand them to 150 grit. Cut ten ⅜”-thick spacers to use when installing the slats. Starting with a spacer at the rear, alternate spacers and slats to check the fit. Screw the slats in place, centering the front slat on the length of the front rail (I).

5 From 1”-thick stock, cut the arms (P) to size [Drawing 6]. Lay out the points for the curve on the inside edge and flex a thin scrap to connect the points. Lay out the rounded corners where shown and cut the arms to shape. Then rout ⅜” round-overs on both faces. Sand the arms to 150 grit, then screw them in place.

Make a base

1 Cut the legs (Q), end rails (R), cross rails (S), and feet (T) to size [Drawing 7]. Set the legs upside down on your bench and screw an upper end rail between each pair of legs. Stack the cross rails on the upper end rails, and screw them in place [Photo L], then add the lower end rails.
Center a foot (T) on each leg and screw them in place. Flip the base over and drill the holes in the upper end rails (R) for the glider hardware. Feed a ¼ x 2½” carriage bolt through each hole in the upper end rails (R), then add a fender washer, glide bracket, flat washer, lock washer, and nut. With a hacksaw, cut off the excess bolt length. Place the seat (A-P) over the base, and using the same combination of hardware as before, secure the legs (A) to the glide brackets. Cut the bolts flush with the nuts using a hacksaw. Remove the hardware, splats (M), and slats (N, O), and apply a finish. Quick Tip! For best appearance, label hidden areas. To make reassembly easier, as you remove each slat and splat, label its location on the back face, where it will be hidden when reinstalled. (We applied Cabot Wood-Toned Deck and Siding Stain no. 9202, Cedar, using a 2”-wide foam brush, then wiped off the excess, and allowed it to dry overnight.) Reassemble the glider following your labels, and rock on.

Produced by Craig Ruegsegger with Jeff Mertz
Project design: Jeff Mertz
Illustrations: Lorna Johnson

Find more outdoor furniture project plans at:
woodmagazine.com/outdoor

Materials List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part/Seat</th>
<th>FINISHED SIZE</th>
<th>Mat. Qty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A* legs</td>
<td>1½” 3½” 21½” C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B* lower rails</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 15½” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C* arm rails</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 24” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D* center seat rail</td>
<td>1½” 4½” 19½” C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E* end seat rails</td>
<td>1½” 4½” 17½” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F* end-rail braces</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 19½” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G* uprights</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 30” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H* back rails</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 47½” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I* front rail</td>
<td>1½” 4½” 50½” C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J* lower splat fillers</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 18” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K* upper splat fillers</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 6½” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L narrow splats</td>
<td>¾” 1½” 27½” C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M splats</td>
<td>¾” ½” 27½” C</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N front slat</td>
<td>¾” 2½” 51½” C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O slats</td>
<td>¾” 2½” 50½” C</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P arms</td>
<td>1” 5” 24½” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q* legs</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 11½” C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R* end rails</td>
<td>1½” 2½” 23” C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S cross rails</td>
<td>1” 5” 47½” C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T* feet</td>
<td>¾” 3½” 2½” C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: C-cedar.

Supplies: 1½”, 2½”, 3” deck screws; ¾” flat washers (12); ¾” fender washers (8); ½” lock washers (12); ¼” hex nuts (12); ¼” carriage bolts (8); ½” cross-drill bits (4); ¾” wood screws (4); ½” round-over router bit; ½”, ¾” drills; countersink.

Source
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Scrollsawn Potpourri Box

A weekend project that makes great scents.

The decorative cutouts in this box's lid allow fragrances to drift out freely. But if potpourri isn't your thing, this project also serves well as a small jewelry or catchall box, or a desktop paper-clip caddy.

The secret to getting tight joints all the way around this project? A miter-gauge stopblock and testing your setups on scrap first. The resulting gap-free fit makes the extra effort well worth it.

**Begin with long blanks**

1. Prepare a 3/4 x 2 1/2 x 16" blank for the box sides (A) and a 3/4 x 1 x 18" blank for the lid sides (B). With a rip blade in your tablesaw, cut the 3/4" grooves on the inside faces of the blanks [Drawing 1]. Change to a 1/2" dado blade, attach an auxiliary fence to the rip fence, and position the auxiliary fence next to the blade. Cut the rabbit on the top outside face of the box-sides blank.

2. Switch to a combination or crosscut blade and crosscut six 2 1/2"-long pieces from the box-sides (A) blank and six 2 3/4"-long pieces from the lid-sides (B) blank. Number the pieces so they can be assembled in the same order in which they were cut from the blanks. Cut six more 2 3/4"-long pieces from scrap for testing the bevel angle in the next step. (The scrap can be any thickness.)

3. Install a zero-clearance insert in your tablesaw and tilt the blade to 30°. Attach an extension to your miter gauge. Bevel-cut one end of each test piece, removing as little length as possible. Then, attach a stopblock to the extension and bevel-cut the opposite end of each test piece [Photo A]. Dry-fit the test pieces, check the fit of the joints, and adjust the blade tilt as needed. Once the joints fit tightly, remove the stopblock and bevel-cut one end of each of the box sides (A) and lid sides (B). Reattach the stopblock and cut the box sides 2 3/4" long [Drawing 1]. Reset the stopblock and bevel-cut the lid sides 2 1/4" long.

**Shape the sides and top it off**

1. Lay out the arch at the bottom of each box side (A) [Drawing 1], and cut and sand them to shape. Quick Tip! Stack 'em up for identical arches. Stick the pieces together with double-faced tape and sand them all together using a sanding drum in your drill press.

2. For the bottom (C), use a compass to draw a 4 1/4"-diameter circle on 3/4"-thick birch plywood. Then follow the steps shown opposite to draw a hexagon. For the lid panel (D), choose and make a copy of a Lid Pattern from the WOOD Patterns® insert and spray-adhere it to 3/4" mahogany, flush with an edge and one end. Attach an extension to your miter gauge, pivot the head to 30°, and cut the bottom and lid to size [Photo B].

3. Lower the tablesaw blade to 3/4" above the table, add an auxiliary face to the rip fence, and rabbot the top face of the lid panel (D) [Photo C]. Dry-fit the lid panel and bottom (C) with the box sides (A) and lid sides (B) to check their fit.

4. Drill 3/8" access holes in each shaded area of the lid pattern. With a #2 blade in your scrollsaw, cut out the pattern. Remove the pattern with mineral spirits, then sand the openings and both faces to 220 grit.

5. Sand the remaining box pieces to 220 grit. Lay two 20"-long strips of blue painter's tape on your bench, sticky
side up. Align the box sides (A) on one strip of tape and the lid sides (B) on the other, end to end with the bevels up. Working on one assembly at a time, brush glue onto each bevel and put two drops in each groove, then roll up the sides [Photo D]. Check the fit of each joint and for an even reveal around the lid panel (D), then set the assemblies aside to dry.

Apply a finish. We sprayed on two coats of satin polyurethane to reach into the inside corners and the lid cutouts. Fill with potpourri. 🌿

Produced by Craig Ruegsegger with Kevin Boyle
Project design: Kevin Boyle
Illustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson

Hexagons start round
To lay out an equilateral hexagon (a figure with six equal-length sides), use a compass to scribe a circle. Without changing the compass setting, place the compass pivot at the top of the circle (1 in the drawing below), and swing the compass to mark points 2 and 3. Then place the pivot at point 3 to mark point 4, move to 4 to mark point 5, and to 5 to mark point 6. Create a hexagon by drawing lines to connect each point with the next.

Watch a free video of this technique at woodmagazine.com/hexagon.

Materials List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>FINISHED SIZE</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Mat.</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>¾” 2 1/2” 2 1/2”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B*</td>
<td>¾” 1” 2 1/2”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>¾” 3 3/4” 4 3/4”</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>¾” 4” 4 3/4”</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: M—mahogany, BP—birch plywood.
Supplies: Spray adhesive.
Blades and bit: Stack dado blade, #2 scroll saw blade; 1/8” drill bit.
If you're looking for a power tool that quickly and accurately joins two pieces of wood, get a biscuit joiner. Among the many joints these machines help you tackle: edge-to-edge, end-to-edge, and miter-to-miter. Biscuit joiners have been around since the late 1960s and continue to help craftsmen create strong joints held with pressed-wood biscuits and glue. (Learn how to make these joints in “Biscuiting Basics” on page 40.) We tested six popular machines, and here's what we found.

**2 ways to cut dead-on slots**

Depending on the thickness of the wood and type of joint, you can cut the slots one of two ways. Read on to learn what you need to know to be successful at either method.

- **Referencing from the base.** For all the biscuit joiners we tested, this method works perfectly when using ⅛"-thick stock: You just rest both the tool and board on your workbench, and the tool cuts slots centered and parallel to the base. But if you want to position a slot somewhere other than ⅛" from the face—in the center of a 1½"-thick piece, for example—you must either elevate the joiner with shims under the base or use the fence as your reference surface. (By the way, don’t reference from the fence and base at the same time; it could cause misalignments.)

- **Referencing from the fence.** Not only is this the preferred method for stock thicker than ⅛", it’s also the only option for slotting miter joints. As important as this is, the fences proved to be the breaking point for four of the six tested models.

For example, the fences on the DeWalt DW682K and Porter-Cable SS7 move up and down on a rack-and-pinion gear that makes adjustments easy and holds the fence parallel to the blade. The other joiners’ fences struggled to maintain a parallel plane without further tinkering and fine-tuning, resulting in various degrees of unparallel cuts and misaligned joints.

Scales on the sides of the fences help you position them accurately; if you select 1", for example, your slot will be 1" from the top of the board. Only Triton’s front-mounted fence scale proved too inaccurate to rely on [Photo G].

As you see in Photos A–D, you cut slots in mitered boards by tilting the joiner’s
fence to your desired setting. Porter-Cable's fence, our favorite, tilts from 0° to 135° with positive stops at 45° and 90°, as well as an easy-to-read scale. The 135° setting allows you to capture the acute angle of a mitered workpiece for a secure grip [Photo A]. Fences on the Craftsman 17539 and Ryobi JM82K also tilt to 135°, but plastic support plates restrict movement and won't work in stock less than 3/4" thick.

The Makita 3901 and Triton TC9B JM each use an included right-angle attachment [Photo B] that slides onto the fence, which tilts up to 90°. With this accessory attached and the fence tilted to 45°, you can wrap around an acute miter, but both machines proved difficult to use and damaged the fragile wood fibers at the miter's point.

With these two machines and the DeWalt (which does not tilt beyond 90°), we found it easier to cut miter slots by tilting the fences to 45° and cutting instead from the obtuse side of the miter. But to position slots nearer the heel end of the miter rather than the center—where a #20 cut will break through the opposite face—you have to attach an auxiliary fence [Photos C, D]. None of the owner's manuals for these tools mention this, however.

### Set your sights on accuracy

#### Aim for snug-fitting slots.
Sometimes a little looseness in the fit between slot and biscuit can help you overcome minor misalignment of mating slots as you create a joint. (The pressed-wood biscuits expand after absorbing the glue's moisture, tightening the fit.) But too often in our tests, sloppy slots led to uneven joints. We'd rather just get it right the first time with a well-machined slot, and the DeWalt and Porter-Cable best delivered these.

#### Plunge with precision.
All six joiners feature microadjustable stops for setting the plunge depth for the most common biscuit sizes: #0, #10, and #20. For most woodworkers, those three settings will suffice. Porter-Cable includes a setting (and special blade) for 1 1/8"-long face-frame biscuits. The other settings (see the chart on page 42 for details on each joiner's biscuit-depth settings) are geared more for the professional user than the home woodworker and accommodate 3/8" biscuits (for greater strength) and metal knockdown fasteners.
Biscuiting Basics

A biscuit joiner (also known as a plate joiner) cuts half-oval slots in mating workpieces; then you glue in a football-shaped “biscuit” and clamp the joint tightly. (Common biscuit sizes are shown at right.) Biscuits add strength to joints and assist you in aligning workpieces. Here’s how to set up a joiner to cut a typical joint.

Shown are the common biscuits you’ll use for most woodworking projects. Only the Porter-Cable cuts slots for face-frame (FF) biscuits.

1. Mark biscuit-slot locations across the joint between two boards you want to join. Mark the first board, then transfer to the second.

2. Set the plunge-depth adjuster to match the biscuit size. For maximum strength, use the largest biscuit that fits your joint.

3. Typically, you’ll center the slot in the wood. The joiner’s base, when sitting on a flat surface, is preset to center the cut in 1/4”-thick stock.

4. Line up the slot-centering marks with your layout line. (Similar markings are on the base’s bottom for using it vertically.)

5. Finally, grip the joiner by the bale and the barrel (or handle), engage the power switch, and plunge the blade into the wood.

6. After you’ve cut mating slots in your workpieces, add glue and biscuits and clamp the joint.
Pass the biscuits, please, and let’s dig into the joiners!

Craftsman 17539, $100
800-349-4538, craftsman.com

These tools are nearly identical except for the shape and position of the front handle (handle) on the fence. Both models performed about equally in all aspects. Plastic inserts in the center of the fences have helpful alignment markings [Photo E], but these inserts seem flimsy and could easily break. Both machines feature a vertical motor that places the pistol-grip trigger about 4" above the blade—elevating the point where you control the tool—and makes plunging the blade awkward. It’s too easy to tilt the machine when plunging and accidentally widen the slot. And the 8-tooth blades prove a little harder to plunge into wood than the 6-tooth blades on the other models. They’re also the heaviest tools in the test at nearly 8½ pounds. Dust collection proved among the best with both models.

Ryobi JM82K, $100
800-525-2579, ryobitools.com

DeWalt DW682K, $200
800-433-9258, dewalt.com

The DW682K proved accurate in every cut we made, with spot-on slot placement and biscuit fit. And it has a smooth plunge action. The lightest tool in the test at just under 7 pounds, it feels nicely balanced with a comfortable grip. Still, it has a few issues. Mitered cuts require the auxiliary fence spacer, and two retractable antislip bumpers on the nose add little grip to a board, letting the tool slip sideways during a cut if you’re not careful. Dust collection proved good, but a square port on the base would be tough to hook up to if you lose or break the included plastic adapters for the dust bag and a shop vacuum.

Makita 3901, $220
800-462-5482, makitatools.com

This lightweight, nimble tool works great for cutting slots when referencing from its base, and it has a smooth plunge action. But the fence’s cam-action locking lever moves the fence out of parallel with the blade when you lock it down. As a result, we had a tough time making accurate cuts when referencing from the fence, regardless of the angle. The turret depth stop spins so loosely we accidentally bumped it to the “max” setting when making a vertical cut, and cut slots through our test board and into the benchtop. You’ll get better dust collection using a shop vacuum than the bag. Finally, the slide-style power switch proves less comfortable than triggers on the other barrel-grip machines.

Triton TC9BJM, $130
800-624-2027, tritontools.com

Another tool with a smooth plunge and dead-on alignment when referencing from its base, the Triton also has a comfortable grip. But the powerful 9-amp motor is overkill; its bulk makes this tool feel clumsy. We found the right-angle fixed fence [Photo G] cumbersome to set and the scale inaccurate, and if you want to store the tool in its plastic case, you have to remove the fence—losing any accurate setup you had gained. Its blade cut sloppy slots with burnt walls; that leads to poor glue bonds. And the antislip nose bumpers do little good. A tight dust chute impaired debris collection, even with a shop vacuum attached.
With the most comprehensive depth-stop settings, this machine cuts slots for multiple biscuit sizes as well as for metal knockdown fasteners and specialty hinges. It makes accurate cuts whether using the base or the fence for reference, and it’s easy to quickly set the fence angle and height. Coarse sandpaper across the full width of the nose prevents any slippage when making cuts. If you want to use face-frame biscuits, switching to the smaller blade is a breeze, and there’s a molded storage spot in the case for the blade you’re not using. Because the 557’s fence has no support in its center cutout, you have to clip on a plastic adapter when working with boards narrower than 3¾".[Photo F] Dust collection proved its only (minor) setback because of a too-small chute that clogged with chips when using the included bag.

**Ready to “join” in? Here’s what to buy**

To buy a biscuit joiner you’ll be able to use accurately and efficiently with little stress, you have to spend at least $200. We simply couldn’t get the $100 units to perform without great frustration. (If you buy one of these, expect to do a lot more planning and sanding on the glued-up joints to get them smooth and even.)

By now you’ve probably figured out that two biscuit joiners stand out from this field of six: the DeWalt DW682K and Porter-Cable 557. They both make accurate cuts, and, aside from a few minor quirks that we can live with, prove easy to use. That’s why they share our Top Tool honors. But if you intend to make face-frame joints or want the ease of cutting acute-angle miters, then go with the Porter-Cable.

Produced by Bob Hunter with Matt Seiler
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A Deck you can be PROUD of.

- Lasts Longer
- Looks Better
- No Pop-Ups

How it Works

Using the same “Drill, Drive, Done!” technology built in to every Kreg Jig®, the all new Kreg Deck Jig™ can help you build a beautiful deck — free of exposed fasteners and painful splinters — in less time and with less frustration than you thought possible. Visit us online to get the whole story!

Watch the video and learn more at www.kregtool.com!

Other new products at www.kregtool.com

Square-Cut™
Cut with confidence.

Multi-Mark™
One tool does it all.

Crown-Pro™
Crown Molding made easy.

Kreg
www.kregtool.com | 800.447.8638
12 Ways to Get the Best From Your Biscuit Joiner

For quick, reliable alignment and joining of project parts, nothing beats a biscuit joiner. At its most basic, you simply cut slots in mating pieces, add glue, insert a biscuit, and clamp. These 12 tips help your machine work harder.
Tips for better biscuiting

1. **Save time with a biscuit gauge**
   Wondering which size biscuit best suits your project parts? Make this simple gauge to show the width of #0, #10, or #20 biscuits and the slots that hold them. Simply mill a slot for each size, glue in a biscuit—making sure you push it in only halfway—and mark a centerline for each. Then line up the centerline on your gauge with the layout line on your workpiece for a quick reference on which to use. (Use the largest biscuit possible for maximum strength.)

2. **Trap bevel cuts even when your fence can’t**
   A few biscuit-joiner fences tilt to 135° to capture the end of a mitered workpiece. That keeps the tool stable when cutting the slot. If your joiner’s fence maxes out at 90°, you can get the same stability with this trick. Simply clamp your mating mitered workpieces back-to-back so the bevels form a 90° angle, as shown at left, and cut slots on each piece.

3. **Reinforce too-narrow joints with back-side biscuits**
   The slot for a #0 biscuit measures about 2½" wide, so you can’t hide a biscuit joint in stock narrower than this. If you’re making face frames—which are typically narrower than that—you won’t be able to join them with any of the three standard biscuits. Here’s a way to reinforce a joint with full-size biscuits on the back side—provided they won’t be seen. Glue and clamp the mating boards together. When dry, cut slots across the joint line no deeper than ½ the boards’ thickness, and then glue in biscuits (inset). After the glue dries, cut the biscuits off and sand them flush.
   If you make a lot of narrow face frames, consider purchasing Porter-Cable’s biscuit joiner, which includes an extra blade to cut smaller face-frame slots for special 1¼"-long biscuits.

4. **Make perfect flush-fitting joints with a little lift**
   Even a well-tuned biscuit joiner can sometimes cut slots that result in a non-flush-fitting joint. To avoid this, elevate the biscuit joiner with a sheet of sandpaper before cutting the face-grain slot. Then, after assembly, use your router to flush-trim the end grain of that piece for a perfect flush fit.
These accessories help you make top-notch biscuit joints

5 Upgrade the blade
As with any cutting tool, a poor blade results in subpar cut quality. If you’re seeing tear-out or hanging strands at the right-hand (exit) side of the slot, consider replacing the factory-supplied blade with a quality aftermarket one. We recommend Freud’s six-tooth biscuit-joiner blade because its carbide teeth cut cleanly and last longer than the teeth on most stock blades.


6 Right-size your biscuits
If you live in a humid climate, you know how biscuits can swell—sometimes even despite storing them in sealed containers—resulting in biscuits that won’t fit in the slots. That’s a problem when your glue begins to set up and you’ve got a lot of biscuits to install. Sure, you can shrink biscuits in a microwave oven, but they’ll likely come out different thicknesses. So run your biscuits through the Biscuit Press, an aluminum hand-cranked tool that compresses them to uniform thickness.


7 Add a third hand with this clamp
Referencing biscuit slots using the machine’s base rather than the fence usually works great, provided your workpieces sit perfectly flat against the benchtop. Because it takes both hands to operate the joiner, you need a helping hand to secure the workpiece. Kreg’s Bench Klamp System provides quick clamping, particularly with slightly bowed stock. To install this clamp, rout a recess into your benchtop and mount the flush-fitting plate with screws. When not in use, remove the clamp via the keyhole slot in the plate.

8 Add stability when you’re on the edge
Sometimes, cutting slots into workpiece edges can be tricky because the short fence fails to provide enough reference surface to prevent tipping. That’s when you need this base extension. Build it from plywood or any scrap stock that’s flat.

9 Tee up a self-squaring story stick
If you’re cutting multiple biscuit slots in wide side panels, such as for shelves in a bookcase or cabinet, make a T-square for repeatable accuracy. Glue and screw the parts together at exactly 90°. After the glue dries, mark biscuit centerlines on the arm. Now use the T-square to line up your biscuit joiner for cutting slots in the case sides and mating shelves, referencing the T-square from the same edges.

10 Enjoy lots of options with this all-purpose biscuit jig
If you do a lot of biscuit joinery, you’ll appreciate this versatile jig, with fences and guides that make cutting slots easy and accurate, including on beveled and mitered workpieces. Build it according to the plan in issue 161 (February/March 2005) or download it for free at woodmagazine.com/biscuitjig. Mount your biscuit joiner in the jig, clamp the jig to your workbench, and you have a rock-solid workstation.
11 Jazz up mitered corners with splines

Splines add both strength and visual appeal to normally weak miter joints, especially when you make the spline from a contrasting wood species. Cutting the spline slots on your tablesaw requires a tall jig, but you can cut them easily and quickly with your biscuit joiner and the attached fence jig, shown below.

Here’s how to do it. First, assemble your mitered project and allow the glue to dry. Cut two mirror-image triangles, as shown, mounting them to your joiner’s fence with machine screws and nuts. Set your joiner’s cutting depth as deep as you can. Trap the mitered corner in the fence jig and plunge a cut centered on the workpiece’s thickness. Then glue in the spline of your choice. When dry, trim it and sand flush.

12 Mount a tabletop... with your biscuit joiner

To use “Z-clip” fasteners to secure tops to tables, desks, and dressers, you typically saw a blade kerf along the rails or aprons. To avoid any potential weakening that might result from the full-length kerf, use your biscuit joiner to cut slots where the fasteners will mount. Set the joiner for the No. 10 depth slot, adjust the fence to cut the proper distance from the top of the rail (usually ¼”), and plunge the blade. You can do this before or after assembly.
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A BIG ASS FAN FOR MY SHOP?

ABSOLUTELY!

You’ve got this great shop with high ceilings. It’s too hot in the summer (sweat dripping on a new project is NOT good) and too cool in the winter (why do knuckle-busters hurt more in the cold?). The solution is the all new ShopFan® from the Big Ass Fan Company®, engineered with our patented airfoil technology to improve conditions in workshops up to 5000 square feet.

The monthly operating cost of a ShopFan is less than a dollar per month... yet it does the work of more than twenty standard ceiling fans. It’s an investment that will pay dividends for a lifetime.

Try a ShopFan in Your Shop for 30 Days
Contact us for details (877) 326-0599
www.bigassfans.com
Forrest Blades

For building cabinets and fine furniture, nothing beats Forrest saw blades. Craftsman appreciate the way our blades deliver smooth, quiet cuts without splintering, scratching, or tearouts. They know our unique grade C-4 micro grain carbide, proprietary manufacturing process, and hand straightening produce exceptional results. In fact, independent tests rate us #1 for rip cuts and crosscuts.

"From the first cut on, I realized that this blade was a bargain at any price! Nothing else I have cut comparable," Calvin Brolle, Spanaway, WA

Forrest Quality Shows

Woodworker II—Best rated, all-purpose blade for rips and crosscuts.

Chop Master—Perfect for tight, perfectly cut miter joints without splinters.

Forrest Manufacturing

www.ForrestdBlades.com
1-800-733-7111
(In N.J., call 973-473-5236)

WOODCRAFT

For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153.

8" Slow-Speed Grinder

Quiet, smooth ½ HP, 1,725 RPM slow-speed grinder is great for sharpening tools without generating the tool destroying heat that you get so quickly from regular bench grinders turning at twice the RPMs.

Includes:
- Silicon Carbide Wheels,
- 1" x 8" 60-Grit And 120-Grit White Aluminum Oxide Grinding Wheels
- Tool Rests
- Spark/Chip Deflector Shields

SAND CREEK POST & BEAM

Traditional Wood Barns

Call Today:
888-489-1680
sandcreekpostandbeam.com

Refinish Your Future.

Own your own business.

Let your passion for furniture lead you into a new business with a Furniture Medic franchise. We're a complete on-site repair and restoration-refinishing business servicing homes and companies as well as handling moving and insurance claims. We offer extensive training and support with a low initial investment and manageable overhead. Financing is available to qualified candidates and franchises are offered nationwide. Call today to brush up on the details.

Furniture Medic
The Furniture Repair Franchise

800-489-1680
www.furnituremedicfranchise.com
The Art of Framing Art

There's more to picture framing than cutting clean miters and rabbets. What kind of mats and glass should you use? How do you get everything to fit properly? In this article professional picture framer Stuart Altschuler will share with you the start-to-finish steps and some tips that spell the difference between average and special framed artwork. In no time, you’ll be as comfortable showcasing your art as making the frame parts.

Take the “blink test”

First, think in terms of presenting the art, not simply framing it. Good framing design passes what I call the “blink test.” Stand in front of a framed piece of artwork on a wall and close your eyes. When you blink them open, your eyes should focus first on the artwork, not the mat or the frame. Over the years, I have developed a set of guidelines that will help your framed artwork pass the blink test:

- Go conservative, not flashy, with the style of the frame and color of the mat. Make the artwork stand out as the most important element.
- Match the style of the frame to the style of the artwork. Use fun frames for fun artwork or photos and formal frames for serious pieces.
- With few exceptions, I like to keep the wooden frame parts narrower than my mat margins. It helps keep everything in proportion.
- When choosing a mat board color, choose one that won’t compete with your artwork. Use a neutral color, such as white or off-white, to blend with the artwork.
- If you want to stack two mats to create an accent, use white or another neutral color for the front mat and a brighter accent color for the back mat [Photo A]. For example, if you are framing a photograph of a sailboat with a red stripe in the sail, use a cool off-white as your top mat to complement the cool tone of the blue water. Then add a red lower mat to match the stripe in the sail.

DOUBLE MAT ADDS SUBTLE COLOR

Make the opening in the front mat about $\frac{1}{2}$" larger than the opening in the back mat. This will allow $\frac{1}{8}$" of color to show all around.
To use the "Figuring Your Mat and Frame Sizes" chart, below, first plug these measurements into the column on the right:

- **Width of your unmatted artwork = A**
- **Height of your unmatted artwork = B**
- **Width of your mat margins (from the "Determining Mat Margins" chart) = E**
- **Width of rabbet in frame stock = H**
- **Width of the frame stock = I**

Then perform the calculations in the middle column and write the results in the right column. (Note: The gray boxes show examples of calculations.)

### Figuring Your Mat and Frame Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your Measurement</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Your Final Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width of Artwork</strong></td>
<td>Measure width of artwork (Example) 8”</td>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height of Artwork</strong></td>
<td>Measure height of artwork</td>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width of Mat Window</strong></td>
<td>A - 1/4”</td>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height of Mat Window</strong></td>
<td>B - 1/4”</td>
<td><strong>D</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mat Margin Width</strong></td>
<td>(See &quot;Determining Mat Margins&quot; at top right)</td>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width of Mat</strong></td>
<td>C + (2 x E)</td>
<td><strong>F</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height of Mat</strong></td>
<td>D + (2 x E)</td>
<td><strong>G</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width of Rabbet</strong></td>
<td>Measure rabbet in frame stock</td>
<td><strong>H</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width of Frame Stock</strong></td>
<td>Measure width of frame stock</td>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short Length of Rails</strong></td>
<td>F + 1/4” - (2 x H)</td>
<td><strong>J</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short Length of Stiles</strong></td>
<td>G + 1/4” - (2 x H)</td>
<td><strong>K</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long Length of Rails</strong></td>
<td>J + (2 x I)</td>
<td><strong>L</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long Length of Stiles</strong></td>
<td>K + (2 x I)</td>
<td><strong>M</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For a double mat, make the window opening in the front mat 1/8" larger in width and height.

### Determining Mat Margins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artwork Size</th>
<th>Mat Margin Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 x 16&quot; or less</td>
<td>2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 x 20&quot;</td>
<td>2½&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 x 24&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than 20 x 24&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot; or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cut mat margin width in proportion to the overall size of the artwork.*
Start with the art
Determine your mat and overall frame sizes by measuring your artwork and working “out” from there. Use the “Figuring Your Mat and Frame Sizes” chart on the opposite page to help with the math. Don’t worry, it’s not that difficult. Just plug in the size of the artwork and the width of the frame stock and rabbet, and all of the other measurements fall easily into place.

Use these dimensions and the margin to find the size of the mat, glass, mounting board, and backing board. (See Parts View at right.)

Once you know the mat size, what about the length of the frame pieces? What you’re really trying to determine is the distance between the rabbets on the back of the frame. But if you cut the frame so the mat fits the rabbets exactly, the glass and mats may be just a smidgen too tight to fit into your frame. I like to add ¼” to the distance between the rabbets to allow the parts to float with ⅛” space all around. This also allows some room if the frame should expand with a change in humidity. The chart takes this into account.

Time to cut a few corners
With all the measurements in hand, you can now cut your frame pieces. The type of saw you use to cut frame miters doesn’t matter so much as how well it cuts a perfect 45° corner and leaves a clean edge. To cut parts of equal length, you’ll also want a saw that you can equip with a stopblock. When cutting miters by hand with a miter box, ensure clean cuts by using a 20-tpi (teeth per inch) handsaw. For the cleanest cuts on a tablesaw or mitersaw, use an 80-tooth crosscut blade.

The best way I’ve found to assemble a frame is to use a miter vise [Photo B]; see Sources on page 59. With this vise, you join each corner separately and reinforce the joint with wire brads. (For more on cutting and reinforcing miter joints, see More Resources on page 59.)

To assemble each corner, first dry-assemble two adjacent frame pieces to check that the corner matches well. If I have a complicated profile on the front face of the frame, I try to match the front faces. Tighten the vise jaws and check your fit. If acceptable, loosen one jaw, slide out the frame piece and apply wood glue. Replace that piece and tighten the jaw just enough to prevent the frame pieces from moving when you fasten them together.

Drill a pilot hole along one edge of the frame piece where it intersects the mating frame piece and won’t interrupt the profile. For greater control, I like to use a small hand drill [Photo C]. Then fasten the corner using a #16 wire brad long enough to join the miter [Photo D]. I fill the brad holes with Briwax Touch Up Sticks (see Sources on page 59).

Some framers add a single nail to the opposite side of each corner. This optional method, called cross-nailing, reinforces the joint but makes it nearly impossible to separate the parts if you have a problem.

With the corner glued and nailed together, remove the assembly from the vise and let it dry. Then repeat the process with the remaining two parts. Quick Tip! Assemble the second set the same as the first. Place the short and long frame parts into the vise in the same orientation as the first pair of parts or you won’t end up with a rectangular frame.
Finally, join the two subassemblies, applying glue to both remaining corners at the same time so you don’t have to pry open the last corner to apply glue. Then clamp and nail each of the remaining corners.

**Cut and assemble the package**

Professionals call the items that fit inside the frame a “package.” From front to back, this includes the glass, the window mat(s), the artwork, a mounting board, and finally a backing board [Parts View on page 57].

Using the dimensions figured earlier, cut the mats, a mounting board, and a backing board using a metal ruler and a sharp blade and a straightedge. The mounting board and backing board can be made of extra pieces of mat board or foam board. (All can be found at art supply shops.)

After cutting the boards to size, cut the opening, or bevel-sided “window,” in the mat. If you’ll only ever make one frame, have a local picture framer cut the mat for you. But, if you plan to frame more than a few pictures, invest in a hobby-quality mat cutter [Sources]. Handheld mat cutters can be found for $30–$40. Or step up to one that includes straightedges and stops for $125–$150. Professional versions like the one I use (and shown in the photos here) cost $900 and up. They offer greater cutter control and will accept large mats. A pro will charge you around $20 to cut a mat, so a mat cutter pays for itself quickly.

To start, turn the mat face down and mark the four corners of the window [Photo E]. Then cut the mat. **Quick Tip! Eliminate unsightly overcuts.** When cutting the window, start and stop the cut a hair short of the cross hairs and finish the cut freehand.

For a double mat, cut the front mat with a ½” larger window. Then adhere the two mats securely together with double-sided tape. Next, join the window mat(s) to the mounting board to create a hinged “book” [Photo F].

There are two ways to secure the artwork to a mounting board. To preserve an important piece of art, use a process called Japanese hinging as shown in the drawing at right. Museums prefer this method because it can be undone without affecting the artwork. (The pros use acid-free 100% cotton paper and starch-paste adhesive from art supply stores.)

For a quicker method to secure less valuable artwork, attach a strip of 1”-wide acid-free tape along the top edge of the back of the art leaving half exposed. Then center the mat over the art and press them together. No matter which method you use, the final step is to add the backing board behind the mounting board.

**Protect it with glass, or not**

Most frames include glass to protect the artwork from dirt and damaging UV light. As a rule of thumb, use glass over works of art on paper (drawings, watercolors, and photographs) but not over paintings and other works of art on canvas. Textiles, needle art, or other fabrics require further thought: Skip the glass.

**Making a clean, straight cut in glass**

Cutting glass in your own shop saves money and time. To start, you’ll need a glass cutter (about $5 at hardware stores or home centers) and mineral spirits. You’ll also need a straightedge (such as a metal ruler), glass cleaner, two spring clamps, and eye protection.

First, clean the glass. Next, place it on a flat, clean, cushioned surface, and clamp the ruler to the glass where you want to score it for the cut. Now follow the steps below.

Clamp a straightedge to the glass and brush on mineral spirits. To make a score line, draw the cutter firmly and steadily from one end to the other.

Turn the glass over and with the cutter handle down, use it to tap edge to edge on the visible score line. The glass will separate cleanly as you move along.
on heavy fabric, such as a hooked rug or tapestry; but protect delicate fabric, such as antique linen, with glass.

Glass comes in four types: Basic soda-lime float glass for framing measures $\frac{3}{4}''$ to $\frac{1}{2}''$ (2–3mm) thick, enough to block about 40 percent of the UV light that can yellow paper, fade colors, and damage artwork. For greater protection, buy coated UV-blocking glass that stops more than 97% of UV light, non-glare glass, or combination glass with both UV and non-glare coatings. (The latter costs up to six times more than float glass.)

Cut your own glass using an inexpensive glass cutter, as shown at left, or order it cut to size from a home center, hardware store, or glass store.

Clean the glass thoroughly on both sides and carefully place it over the window mat, art, mounting board, and backing board. Inspect the assembly for trapped dust particles before placing the frame over the package. Then, turn over the frame and the package, and lay it face-down on a clean, cushioned table.

To secure the package within the frame, the pros use a point driver [Photo G, Sources]. Or you can use a small hammer and brads. Carefully tap the brads halfway into the frame.

To complete your framing job, apply a border of double-faced tape to the back side of the frame [Photo H]. Then create a dust cover by laying a single piece of kraft paper flat on the tape and trim off the excess paper [Photo I].

Quick Tip: Skip the spritz. Framers used to mist the dust cover with water to make it drum-tight when dry. But they now discourage the practice to avoid potential damage to the art.

Finally, attach hangers and braided wire to the back of the frame [Photo J]. Wrap the wire through the hanger and then around itself for about 2'. Don't wrap it too tight or too loose. The top of the wire should be about 20 percent of the way down from the top of the frame when the picture hangs on the wall.

Sources

Nail Hole Filler: Brixax Touch Up Sticks, 5 colors, $6.49 each; Highland Woodworking, highlandwoodworking.com, 800-241-6748.
Mat Cutters: Deluxe Pull Hand-Held Mat Cutter no. 457689, $39.99; Compact Mat Cutter no. 457654, $130; Hobby Lobby, 800-888-0321, hobbylobby.com.

ChH Advantage Pro Mat Cutters $900–$1,400; framingsupplies.com, 800-334-9060.
Point Driver: Framemaster Point Driver with two boxes of points no. FL-07-555, $76.69; framingsupplies.com, 800-334-9060.

Stuart Altschuler, founder of Prestige Framing Academy in Naples, Fla., has taught picture framing to both professionals and hobbyists for more than 30 years. Widely published in the woodworking and picture-framing fields, he teaches workshops around the country. Learn more about these at pictureframingforwoodworkers.com.

Photography: John W. Seberg, Seberg Photography

MORE RESOURCES

RELATED ARTICLE

- "Cut Dead-On Miter Every Time" issue 198 (July 2010) $ woodmagazine.com/miters
- "Miters with Muscle" issue 197 (May 2010) $ woodmagazine.com/reinforcemiter

(=Download this article for a small fee.)
You can almost smell the diesel as these big rigs muscle their loads to the job site. Or maybe that’s just the scent of the walnut cab and chassis.

In this article, you find plans for a tractor and two trailers: a side-dump, as well as a lowboy for transporting two other pieces in our Construction-Grade series, the excavator and bulldozer (see page 66). Hardware kits (Source, page 66) include all the specialty parts and hardware you need. A tractor-only kit allows you to make a second tractor if you choose, so each trailer has one.

**PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS**
- Overall dimensions:
  - Tractor: 6\(\frac{1}{4}\) wide × 13" long × 6\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high.
  - Side-dump trailer: 6\(\frac{1}{4}\) wide × 21" long × 5\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high.
  - Lowboy trailer: 6\(\frac{1}{4}\) wide × 28\(\frac{3}{4}\)" long × 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high.
- Materials cost: Lumber: $35.
- Hardware kit for one tractor and both trailers (Source): $25.95.
- Hardware kit for tractor only: $9.95.

**First up: The tractor**

1. Start with the upper half
   - **Note:** After cutting project parts to size and shape, finish-sand them to 220 grit prior to assembly.
   - From \(\frac{3}{4}\)" walnut, cut the chassis (A) to size [Materials List]. Lay out the \(\frac{1}{2}\)" holes along each edge where shown [Drawing 1] and drill them [Photo A].
   - From a \(\frac{3}{4}\) × 3\(\frac{3}{4}\) × 15" maple blank, cut four 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)"-long pieces. Glue these together face-to-face with their edges and ends flush to create a blank for the hood (B) [Drawing 2]. After the glue dries, hand-plane and sand the blank to 3" wide.

2. Make a copy of the Hood Top-View Pattern from the WOOD Patterns® insert and spray-adhere it to the top face of the hood blank. At the tablesaw, cut the \(\frac{3}{4}\)" kerfs for the radiator where dimensioned. Spray-adhere a copy of the Hood Side-View Pattern to an edge of the hood, aligned with the top face.
(This prevents exposing a joint line when cutting the taper.) Bandsaw and sand to the lines, keeping the bottom square to the sides and back. Rout the chamfers on the top and front.

Quick Tip! Let the spirits remove you. A rag dampened in mineral spirits helps peel the patterns off.

4 From laminated \( \frac{3}{4} \)-thick walnut, cut the cab (C) to size [Drawing 2]. Spray-adhere a copy of the Cab Pattern to an edge and drill the 1" hole where shown. Bandsaw and sand the cab to shape; then rout the chamfers where shown. Cut the riser (D) and sleeper (E) to size [Drawing 2]. Rout \( \frac{1}{8} \)" round-overs on all edges of the sleeper except the bottom.

5 Begin assembling the tractor as follows, allowing the glue to dry on each piece before moving on to the next one: Glue and clamp the hood (B) to the chassis (A), flush at the front and edges. Note: The front of the chassis has just one set of axle holes. Next, glue the cab (C) to the chassis, against and centered behind the hood. Then apply glue to the middle 1" of the riser (D) and glue it to the chassis, against the rear of the cab. Finally, glue the sleeper (E) in place [Photo B].

Add the wheels and details

1 Plane a \( \frac{3}{4} \times 12 \)" maple blank to \( \frac{3}{4} \)" thick, then crosscut the front-wheel spacers (F) to length from the blank. Drill an \( \frac{1}{4} \)" hole centered on each spacer, then rout a \( \frac{1}{8} \)" chamfer across each end [Drawing 2]. Glue the spacers in place [Photo C].

Quick Tip! Buff and fit. If needed, sand the axle pegs lightly for a good fit.

2 For the fenders (G), laminate \( \frac{3}{4} \)"-thick stock, then cut two \( 1 \times 1 \frac{1}{4} \times 3 \frac{1}{2} \)" blanks. Spray-adhere a copy of the
Glue the fenders (G) to the hood (B), keeping the end against the cab (C) and maintaining an even gap between the wheel and fender. **Note:** Make sure you make a mirrored pair of fenders.

Temporarily place a wheel and axle peg in a wheel spacer (F) to help position the fender [Photo D]. Hold the fender in position for a couple of minutes until the glue grabs. (Note that the bottom of the fender extends ¼” below the hood [Drawing 1].) Remove the peg and wheel and repeat this process for the other fender.

Prepare a ½ × 1¼ × 12” maple blank for the steps (H) and bumpers (I). Tilt your table saw blade to 15° from vertical, set the rip fence ¼” from the blade, and bevel-rip one edge of the blank [Drawing 2a]. **Safety Note:** Use a zero-clearance insert around the blade [More Resources]. Cross-cut...
cut the steps and bumpers to length from the blank. (Set aside two bumpers for each trailer you plan to make.) Glue the steps and bumpers in place [Drawing 1].

5 After the glue dries, draw a line across each end of the chassis (A) and the bumpers (I), and drill holes to create the headlights and taillights [Photo E, Drawings 2 and 2a].

6 Clamp each fuel tank [Source] in a handscrew and cut away ⅜" from one edge [Photo F]. Sand the cut smooth and flat and glue the fuel tank in place [Drawing 1].

7 Cut the hitch (J) to size. Make a copy of the Hitch Pattern and spray-adhere it to the hitch. Lay out the bevel on a side [Drawing 1] and bandsaw it. Retrieve the waste piece with the pattern, reattach it to the hitch using hot-melt glue or double-faced tape, and bandsaw the hitch to shape. Remove the waste piece, rout a ¼" chamfer around the top edge of the hitch where shown, and drill the ⅛" hole. Glue the hitch to the chassis (A), centered on its width. After the glue dries, use the hole in the hitch as a guide to drill an ⅛" hole through the chassis [Drawing 1].

8 To make the stacks (K), rout round-overs along three edges of a ½ x ½ x 9" walnut blank, leaving one corner square [Drawing 2b]. Blend the round-overs by sanding them. Cut the stacks to length, then drill a ¼" hole ¾" deep in one end of each. With the hole facing up and the square corner to the inside, glue each stack to the back of the sleeper (E), flush with its bottom edge and with the stacks centered on the edge of the chassis (A) [Drawing 2]. Glue the smokestacks [Source] into the top of the stacks.

9 Tape off the ends of the axle pegs and apply a finish to the tractor (A–K), pegs, and wheels. (We sprayed on three coats of satin-finish polyurethane, buffing between coats with 320-grit sandpaper.) When the finish dries, mount the wheels and ¼" washers by gluing the axle pegs into the chassis [Drawing 2].

---

**Now, the side-dump**

**Make the chassis**

1 Cut the side-dump trailer chassis (L) to size [Drawings 3, 4], then lay out and drill the holes for the axle pegs. Cut or rout the ½" chamfer on each end.

2 Cut the rails (M) to size [Drawings 4, 4a]. Make two copies of the Rail Pattern and cut them out along the outer lines. Temporarily align one pattern with the end and edges of a rail and mark the center of the first hole. Remove the pattern and lay out six remaining holes, 1" on center as indicated. Stick the rails together with double-faced tape and drill the holes.

3 Separate the rails (M) and cut a ⅞" groove centered on each one, making a mirrored pair [Drawing 4a, Photo G]. Spray-adhere a Rail Pattern to the front inside face of each rail, and bandsaw and sand the rails to shape.

4 Cut the hitch plates (N) to size and drill the ⅛" hole through the front one [Drawing 4]. Glue them between the rails (M) with the ends and top edges flush. After the glue dries, glue and clamp the chassis (L) to the rails with their back ends and edges flush.

5 Mill a ⅛ x 1 ½ x 12" blank for the fenders (O) and bevel-rip one edge at 15° [Drawing 4b]. Crosscut the fenders to length and glue them into the rails (M), flush with the back end [Drawing 3]. Retrieve two bumpers (I) and glue them in place [Photo H]. After the glue dries, sand the rails, bumpers, and fenders flush, then drill two holes for taillights in each bumper as you did for the headlights [Drawing 2a].

---

**CUT THE RAIL GROOVES**

With a ⅛" dado blade, make a pass with each edge against the fence to cut a centered ⅛"-wide groove on each rail (M).

---

**SET THE REAR BUMPERS**

With the fenders (O) glued in the rails (M), glue the bumpers (I) below the fenders. Sand the bumpers to fit if needed.
Tackle the tipping trailer

1 Quick Tip! Steady a cylinder during a cut. To cut the 16" length of 4"-diameter PVC pipe for the dump bed, use 1"-long screws to secure the pipe to a 4 x 16" piece of 3/8" plywood [Photo I]. Guiding the plywood runner against the rip fence, bandsaw the pipe in half. Sand the cut edges smooth and sand the outside faces with 320-grit sandpaper to remove any markings.

2 Cut two 1/2 x 2 3/4 x 4 1/2" walnut blanks for the end fillers (P). Rout a 3/8" chamfer along one edge of each blank. Place each blank on your bench, chamfered face down, and stand the half-pipe on each one, aligning the edges of the half-pipe with the chamfered edge of the blank. Trace inside the pipe onto the blanks, then bandsaw and sand them to fit snugly inside the pipe. Secure the end fillers flush to each end of the half-pipe using silicone adhesive and a #8 x 3/4" wood screw [Drawing 4].

3 From maple, cut two 1/2 x 2 1/4 x 5" blanks for the ends (Q). Make two copies of the End Pattern and spray-adhere one to each blank. Cut the ends to shape, rout the chamfers where shown, and remove the patterns. Glue the ends to the end fillers (P) [Photo J].

4 Cut the pivot brackets (R) to size and spray-adhere a copy of the Pivot Bracket Pattern to each one. Cut a bevel at each end, rout the chamfers, and drill the holes.

5 To allow the dump bed to tip, dry-fit one 1 1/4"-long 7/8" axle peg in each pivot bracket (R) and then into an end (Q) [Drawing 4]. Center the dump assembly (P-R) on the frame assembly (I-L-O) so the bed dumps easily. Glue the pivot brackets in place.

6 After the glue dries, remove the pegs from the pivot brackets (R), apply a dot of glue in the holes in the ends (Q), and reinstall the pegs, seating them firmly. To fill the other hole in each pivot bracket, cut two 3/4" axle pegs to 1/2" long and glue them in place.

7 Mask off the PVC pipe with painter's tape and apply a finish. Remove the painter's tape after the finish dries and install the wheels, washers, and axle pegs as before.
Finally, the lowboy

Start with another chassis

1 Cut the chassis (S) and back deck (T) to size [Drawings 5, 6]. Attach an auxiliary fence to your tablesaw miter gauge and cut the notches at the front of the chassis. Drill the holes for the axle pegs. Tilt your tablesaw blade to 45° and chamfer one end of the back deck. Glue the back deck to the chassis, with their edges and back ends flush.

2 Cut the hitch sides (U), hitch deck (V), and hitch riser (W) to size. Glue the hitch deck and riser together with their edges and back ends flush.

3 While the glue dries, make a copy of the Hitch Side Pattern and spray-adhere it to one of the hitch sides (U). Stack the hitch sides with double-faced tape between them and cut away only the area under the tongue. With the chassis (S/T) dry-fit between the hitch sides, glue the sides to the hitch deck (V) and hitch riser (W) [Photo K]. Do not glue these parts to the chassis yet.

4 After the glue dries, remove the chassis (S/T). Cut and sand the back of the hitch assembly (U–W) to shape [Photo L]. Remove the pattern, and drill the ½" hole in the hitch deck (V) [Drawing 6]. Apply glue to the bottom face of the hitch riser (W) and in the chassis notches, then clamp the hitch assembly to the chassis.

5 From ⅛"-thick maple, cut the platforms (X) to size, and bevel-rip one edge as you did with the steps (H) [Draw-
Cutting Diagram

With this tractor and trailers, our Construction-Grade series grows to six pieces. The crane, center (issue 185, September 2008) lifts and lowers its bucket, and spins. The articulated boom of the excavator, right rear on the lowboy (issue 194, November 2009), reaches and scoops. The bulldozer, front (issue 199, September 2010), raises and lowers its blade. The bulldozer also fits perfectly on the lowboy trailer. If you don’t own those issues, you can download plans for these projects for a small fee at woodmagazine.com/cgtoys.

Materials List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Tractor</th>
<th>FINISHED SIZE</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>chassis</td>
<td>W 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>hood</td>
<td>2½&quot; 3&quot; 3½&quot; LM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>cab</td>
<td>1½&quot; 4&quot; 4&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>riser</td>
<td>¾&quot; 3&quot; 1½&quot; W</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>sleeper</td>
<td>1½&quot; 4½&quot; 4½&quot; LM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>front-wheel spacers</td>
<td>¼&quot; ¼&quot; 1½&quot; W</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>fenders</td>
<td>1&quot; ¾&quot; 3½&quot; LW</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>steps</td>
<td>½&quot; 1½&quot; 2½&quot; M</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>bumpers</td>
<td>½&quot; 1¼&quot; ½&quot; M</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>hitch</td>
<td>¼&quot; ½&quot; ½&quot; M</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>stacks</td>
<td>½&quot; ½&quot; ½&quot; M</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Side-dump trailer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lowboy trailer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.


Supplies: Double-faced tape, spray adhesive, #8 x ½" F.H. wood screws (24), 4 x 16" PVC pipe.

Blade and bits: Stack dado blade; 45° chamfer, ¼" round-over router bits; ⅛"; ⅛"; ⅛"; ⅛"; ⅛"; ⅛" drill bits.

Source

Wood/hardware kits: To build the tractor and both trailers, order kit no. 5016 containing dual wheels (14), single wheels (2), ⅜" x 2½" axle pegs (14), ¾" x 1½" axle pegs (4), fuel tanks (2), smokestacks (2), and ⅜" flat washers (16); $25.95.

To build just the tractor, order kit no. 5017 containing dual wheels (4), single wheels (2), ½" x 2½" axle pegs (4), ¾" x 1½" axle pegs (2), fuel tanks (2), smokestacks (2), and ⅜" flat washers (8); $9.95, Meisel Hardware Specialties, 800-441-9670, meiselwoodhobby.com.
Prevent Over-Drilling

It's a sickening feeling: accidentally boring completely through a workpiece when you intended only a partial-depth hole. Here are three ways to avoid such a disaster.

Tip #1: Masking tape works—if you flag it
There's nothing new about using masking tape on a bit to indicate drilling depth, but it can be difficult to tell when that tape sleeve hits the workpiece. And if you go a little too far, the sleeve tends to slide up the bit, making subsequent holes too deep. Rather than simply wrapping the tape around the bit like a sleeve, stick the loose ends together to form a flag. When the flapping flag wipes away all the sawdust around the hole, you've hit your depth mark.

Tip #2: Sometimes, chuck jaws are all you need
Try this if your drill bit is short enough (or your screws long enough): Mount your bit in the drill chuck so the length showing measures slightly longer than the length of your screw. This makes it nearly impossible to drill too deep because the chuck jaws prevent it. However, those jaws can mar your workpiece, so stop just short of the jaws touching the wood.

Tip #3: Stop collars provide the ultimate solution
For a few dollars' investment, stop collars give a can't-fail means of repeatedly drilling to a predetermined depth. Slide the collar onto the bit, then tighten the setscrew(s) securely against the outside surfaces of the flutes (not inside the flutes or on their cutting edges). Be warned: Steel stop collars, although priced attractively, can mar your wood surface. Instead, try SlipStop collars, shown below. A nylon boot allows the stainless-steel collar to spin within it, preventing wood damage.

Sources
Steel stop collars: 7-piece set (1/4" - 1 1/4"), #68946, $11, Rockler Woodworking and Hardware, 800-279-4441, rockler.com.
Why Buy Big when benchtop will do?

Save some scratch (and space) by going smaller, without sacrificing performance.

As the Rodney Dangerfield of the power-tool world, benchtop tools often get “no respect, no respect at all!” True, floor-standing machines typically offer more capacity and power than their benchtop brethren. But in some cases, the tinier tools pack all the punch you need, and the big boys may be overpriced overkill for the home woodworker. In this article, we’ll show the benchtop machines that make sense (and save you dollars), and even reveal when to ignore our advice and go big.

First, a few general observations:

- **They cost less for a reason.** To balance size, features, and price, makers of benchtop tools often use smaller, less-powerful motors and lower-quality components (bearings and switches, for example). If you’re not running the tools hard 8 hours a day, don’t sweat the difference. (For exceptions to the rule, see “When to stick with stationary,” next page.)
- **“Benchtop” doesn’t always mean “portable.”** You won’t necessarily gain floor space with a benchtop machine. A gangly drill press or stout planer doesn’t tuck away easily underneath a benchtop or inside a cabinet. So, you may still need to make a stand to get these to a good working height. (Find plans for tool stands at woodmagazine.com/toolstands.)
- **Large workpieces need extra support.** The light weight or small footprint of a benchtop tool can make it less stable, especially when working large pieces. Be sure to secure such machines as a drill press and planer to a heavy, broad base to prevent tipping.
5 Benchtop tools we’d buy in a heartbeat

**DRILL PRESS**
*Why buy?* A benchtop drill press with a 10–12" swing capacity (the widest piece in which it can center a hole) handles 90 percent of boring tasks required for making furniture and cabinets. After all, how often do you drill more than 5" from the edge of a project part? And with 3"-plus of quill stroke, most benchtop models bore plenty deep for mortises.

*Cost savings:* about $200

*Go big instead if:* you routinely bore holes larger than 2" into hardwoods, drill into steel, or sand aggressively with chuck-mounted drums.

**MORTISER**
*Why buy?* Even if you make a lot of mission furniture, a benchtop mortiser will serve you just fine, thanks. The argument for a benchtop model is so one-sided, in fact, that even professional production shops rarely have floor-standing mortisers these days.

*Cost savings:* about $700

*Go big instead if:* you’ll routinely bore mortises larger than ½" (for bed rails, posts, and the like). You’ll need to step up to a floor-standing—or another method, such as a drill press—to get that kind of capacity.

**SPINDLE SANDER**
*Why buy?* Drums on benchtop models can sand inside curves on stock up to about 3" thick. The typically plastic gears and light-duty motor won’t last as long as the components inside their beefier brothers, but you’d have to burn up two or three of these to exceed the cost of one floor-standing sander. Swap the spindle for the belt attachment on Ridgid’s EB4424 (below) and add edge-belt sanding at a benchtop price.

*Cost savings:* $500–$900

*Go big instead if:* you must do aggressive sanding every day.

**LATHE**
*Why buy?* Legs on a lathe add weight that dampens vibration. Bolting down a benchtop lathe does the same thing. Today’s midi-lathe, equipped with an accessory bed extension, has enough distance-between-centers and power to turn spindles 35" or so in length: plenty for table legs. And you can stow a benchtop model when not in use.

*Cost savings:* $200–$300

*Go big instead if:* you plan to turn bowls, platters, or vessels larger than about 10–12" in diameter.

**PLANER**
*Why buy?* A 13" planer costs you only 2" of width capacity versus a 15" floor-standing model, but you gain floor space thanks to the smaller footprint (especially compared to a stationery planer with infeed and outfeed extensions). As a bonus, benchtop machines often deliver a smoother finish, with easier-to-adjust knives, to boot.

*Cost savings:* $400–$1,500

*Go big instead if:* you regularly hog rough lumber down to thickness. A stationery planer cuts deeper and feeds lumber faster than a benchtop model, saving you time on big jobs. Also, the universal motors on benchtop planers require periodic downtime to prevent overheating during long planing sessions.

---

**When to stick with stationary**
Diminutive machines don’t make sense in every case, and here’s where we’d bite the bullet and buy big to begin with:

■ **Tablesaw.** Although some benchtop saws now boast stationary-saw features, the cost of those better machines rapidly approaches the price of a good contractor-style tablesaw, which offers greater rip and crosscut capacity (not to mention a better fence and miter gauge), a quieter and more powerful induction motor, and easier adjustments.

■ **Bandsaw.** Benchtop models lack the power and capacity to resaw hardwoods or rough out a bowl blank, so what you end up with is a glorified jigsaw for curve cutting. Even then, you’ll get frustrated quickly by poor blade guides and blade-tensioning systems.

■ **Jointer.** Long face-jointing sessions can overheat the universal motor on a benchtop unit. And you will have long sessions making twice as many passes as with a stationary jointer due to the limited depth of cut. Fences tend to be flimsy, cut-quality marginal, and tables too short to joint workpieces longer than about 4’.

Produced by Dave Campbell
Shaker Bench With Storage

Build this sturdy bench in only a weekend. Then stain and seal it—or turn it into an “instant antique” with milk paint as shown below.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

- **Materials**: For a natural-wood look (shown above): 3/4”-thick red oak and a quarter-sheet of 3/4” oak-veneer plywood. For painted look: the same sizes and thickness of poplar and birch-veneer plywood.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

- Overall dimensions: 36”L x 14 1/2”D x 18 1/4”H.
- You’ll learn to plug and hide screw holes.
- Materials Cost: Oak: $140 Poplar: $100

Start with the panels

**Note**: In the steps to follow, we’ll build the unpainted version of the bench. Substitute poplar and birch ply for the painted version.

1. From edge-glued 3/4” oak, cut the ends (A) 13” wide, and bottom shelf (B) to size [Materials List, page 73]. (For a free video about edge-gluing panels, see More Resources on page 73.) Smooth any uneven joints along the panel (A,B) surfaces using a random-orbit sander.

2. Rip 3/8” strips from each edge of both ends (A). **Note**: Save these offcuts as edging strips (D) for use later.

3. Cut the top shelf (C), but this time from 3/4” plywood. Then rip all the panels (A,B,C) to a finished width of 11 3/4”.

Find more issues at magazinesdownload.com
Next, crosscut the ends (A) to a finished length of 18", and the shelves (B,C) to a finished length of 27½" [Drawing 1].

To create notches on the edges of each end (A), cut the edging strips (D) 12" long. Then, glue these strips back onto the edges of the ends (A), flush with the bottom ends [Drawings 1 and 2].

Lay out the cutouts at the bottoms of the ends (A) [Drawing 2]. Jigsaw the cutouts to shape with a 10 tpi blade. Cut to the waste side of the layout line and sand to the line. Quick Tip! Simple sanding blocks. Keep different sizes of PVC pipe around for sanding radii. Finish-sand all the pieces to 180 grit.

Assemble the bench

1. Mark centerpoints for six screw holes on the outside of each end (A) [Drawings 1 and 2]. Quick Tip! Eliminate the lines. Lay masking tape over the area and mark the hole locations on the tape [Photo A]. This prevents erasing or sanding the lines off the wood later.

2. Using spacers for positioning [Photo A], clamp the bottom shelf (B) centered on the ends. Drill counterbores ¾" deep at each centerpoint. Then, drill a pilot hole centered in each counterbore.
Lay out the arc

Use a 3/8 x 36" scrap for a fairing stick. Position two clamps to hold the fairing stick on the end marks and pull the center up to the center mark. Then scribe a pencil line along the inside of the fairing stick.

(Or use a combination countersink and pilot-hole bit and drill both holes at the same time.) With all the holes drilled, glue and screw the bottom shelf in place.

Using spacers, position the top shelf (C) in place [Photo B]. Drill counterbores and pilot holes, as in Step 2, and attach the top shelf to the ends (A). (See Drawing 1 on page 71.)

From 3/4 stock, cut two 6 x 34" blanks for the front and back rails (E). Lay out the decorative details on each end [Drawing 2]. For the long arc on the bottom edge, make a mark 3 3/4" from each end and one in the center 2" up from the bottom. Then, use a fairing stick to draw the cutline [Photo C]. Cut and sand the front rail (E) along the line and use it as a template for the back rail (E).

Apply a small bead of glue along one edge of the top shelf (C) and clamp the front rail (E) to the notches in the ends (A). Drill and drive screws as before [Photo D]. Repeat for the back rail. Finally, plug all of the screw holes. (See the Shop Tip, below.)

GLUE AND SCREW THE RAILS

Clamp the rails (E) in the notches and screw them in place. The rails should stand 3/8" proud of the edging strips (D).

2 PARTS VIEW

SHOP TIP

4 ways to dress up (or play down) screw holes

Wooden plugs both hide screw holes and add a decorative feature. Here are some of the options:

- **Buttons.** These mushroom-capped plugs have decorative domed tops that stand proud of the surface.
- **End-grain plugs.** Because you're not matching face grain to face grain, these plugs are more obvious. End-grain plugs can be cut from standard dowel, and require no special tools.
- **Face-grain plugs.** With careful grain matching, these hide holes best. Buy them premade. Or for best color match, cut them from scrap project stock using a plug cutter in a drill press.
- **Different-species plugs.** To really make a plug into a decorative element, try using plugs from contrasting species (walnut in oak, for example).

Trim off flush-fitting plugs with a flush-cutting saw (see below). Or place a piece of card stock with a hole in it over the plug to protect the surface and use any fine-toothed saw.
Add the lid and finish up

1 From edge-glued stock, cut the lid (F) to size [Drawing 1].

2 Locate the three no-mortise hinges on the top edge of the back rail (E) [Drawing 1]. Predrill for the screws [Photo E]. Then install the hinges. **Quick Tip!**

3 To locate the lid (F) on the hinges, place #4 × ¾” wood screws facing up in the holes in the hinges [Photo F]. Then place the lid down over the bench carefully so that you have an equal overhang on all four sides, and mark the centerpoint locations for the screws [Photo G]. Lift the lid, remove the small screws, and attach the lid with the longer screws supplied with the hinges.

4 Remove the lid and hardware, and finish-sand to 220 grit. Stain, if desired, and then apply a clear finish. (We used Zar Salem Maple stain with three coats of water-based polyurethane, sanding with 220 grit between coats.)

5 Reattach the hinges and install a short length of chain [Drawing 1] so the lid (F) doesn’t hit against the back rail (E) when opened.

**Milk paint adds a country look**

Another option for this bench: Build it from poplar and paint it. Brush on a couple of coats of latex primer, sanding lightly between coats. Then, for an authentic country appearance, use milk paint. We used General Finishes Brick Red Milk Paint ($19.99/quart, item #825758, woodcraft.com).

To create an antiqued look, use 150-grit sandpaper to soften the edges that would get worn the most: top edges and corners, top edges of the bottom shelf, and outside and inside edges of the ends. (See photo right, top.) Don’t sand too much. A little goes a long way.

Next, apply a dark walnut stain over the sanded areas. This darkens them a bit and gives a “worn look.” (See photo right, bottom.) Keep the finish off the paint as much as possible. Once the stain dries, seal the whole bench with a couple of coats of water-based polyurethane for protection.

**Cutting Diagram**

- ¾ × 5½ × 96” Red oak (4 bd. ft.) (2 needed)
- ¾ × 5½ × 72” Red oak (4 bd. ft.)
- ¾ × 5½ × 84” Red oak (3.5 bd. ft.)
- ¾ × 5½ × 72” Red oak (3 bd. ft.)
- ¾ × 24 × 48” Red oak plywood

**Materials List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Matt.</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>¾” × 1⅛” × 11”</td>
<td>18”</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>2”</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>¾” × 1⅛” × 27”</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>2”</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>¾” × 1⅛” × 27”</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>2”</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>¾” × 3” × 12”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>¾” × 3” × 34”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>¾” × 14” × 36”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>3”</td>
<td>EO</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

**Materials key:** EO—edge-glued oak, OP—oak plywood, O—oak.

**Supplies:** ¾” × 1⅛” flathead wood screws (20), ¾” plugs, ⅝” long (20), ⅝” no-mortise hinges (5) with screws, 9½” long brass chain with #6 × ⅛” roundhead screws (2).

**Blade and bits:** High-quality jigsaw blade with 10 teeth per inch, ⅛”, ⅜”, ⅝” drill bits (or combination countersink and pilot-hole bit), self-centering (“Vix”) bit.

**MORE RESOURCES**

- **FREE VIDEO**
  - “Clamp and Sand Panels Flat”
  - [woodmagazine.com/panels](http://woodmagazine.com/panels)

- **RELATED ARTICLES**
  - “6 Steps to Perfect Plugs”
  - [woodmagazine.com/woodplugs](http://woodmagazine.com/woodplugs)
  - “Craft a Country Finish”
  - [woodmagazine.com/countryoak](http://woodmagazine.com/countryoak)

$=Download this article for a small fee
Nuts about Walnut

Gorgeous figure, easily worked, and fun to finish: What’s not to love about black walnut?

Walnut trees often bear wart-like protrusions, known as burls, that produce a tightly swirling pattern. The jewel of the walnut tree, burls often become veneer.

4 Desirable Grain Patterns

The cathedral pattern of flatsawn walnut gives even common boards a figured look, while the dark-on-dark coloring of the early and late wood reduces gaudiness.

Crotch wood, where branches intersect the trunk of the tree, is normally rejected in other lumber, but yields prized V-shaped flare patterns in walnut.

Commonly available as veneer, quartersawn walnut’s consistent striped pattern makes a good choice when you need to avoid overpowering grain.
Ranging across the forests of the entire eastern half of the United States and up through southern Ontario, black walnut (Juglans nigra) has resurfaced in popularity as furnituremakers return to one of North America’s most traditional hardwoods. They’re finding out what the early masters knew: Working with this dark, rich beauty is a pleasure.

**It’s all about the figure**
Black walnut trees commonly reach heights of 100’ or more with 3”-diameter trunks, yielding copious amounts of consistent, straight grain—a lumberman’s dream. Woodworkers also seek out walnut because its crotch wood produces spectacular flame-like grain. Another source of highly figured wood—burls—are common in walnut. Even lowly stumpwood often produces compressed and wavy grain, making the walnut tree one of the most all-around coveted lumber trees.

With heartwood ranging from deep purple-brown to reddish-tan, walnut’s cream-colored sapwood offers a sharp contrast that most woodworkers avoid in visible areas of projects. With early and latewood consisting of a similar color and pore-size, the growth rings show, but not with the distinct contrast of oak or ash.

**Works like a dream**
Though relatively hard, walnut won’t put undue strain on your machinery or muscles when hand-working it. And it holds crisp details from a router bit, carving knife, or other cutting tools.

For walnut glue-ups, pick up a bottle of dark glue, such as Titebond II Dark Wood Glue (titebond.com, 800-669-4583), to minimize the appearance of joint lines.

Though walnut produces a distinct sweet smell, don’t inhale too much. Walnut dust can irritate lungs and nasal passages, with some woodworkers reporting a severe allergic reaction. So use adequate dust collection and supplement it with a respirator or dust mask.

**Flawless to the finish**
You’ll find that walnut accepts finishes with ease. Normally chosen for its natural dark color, walnut is rarely stained. It might, however, require some selective coloring to even out tone variations, or match sapwood to heartwood, as shown above right.

Filling the pores before finishing creates a super-smooth surface; and because you can do it without messy commercial pore-fillers, it’s easier to accomplish than with other woods: After sanding, simply flood the surface with Danish oil, wet-sand thoroughly in a circular motion with 400-grit wet-dry abrasive, and remove the excess slurry by wiping it perpendicular to the grain.

Simple still, a film-forming, oil-based varnish imparts a warm glow and multi-layered, multi-hued sheen to the wood. Yet it’s so easy to lay up a multi-layered finish that it makes sense to apply a coat to any project with walnut stock to preserve its natural beauty.

Written by: Lucas Peters

**MORE RESOURCES**
- For even more info about black walnut, visit woodmagazine.com/walnutguide.
- To buy an article on enhancing walnut’s beauty, go to woodmagazine.com/walnutfinish.

**REFRESHING KILN-LEECHED COLOR**

Many kiln-driers pretreat walnut with steam to darken the creamy, white sapwood, minimizing its contrast with the heartwood. That increases the yield of acceptably consistent wood color, but also leeches color from the heartwood, dulling it to a grayish shade.

Air-dried walnut, on the other hand, retains its creamy sapwood, but also its deep, chocolate heartwood and the variety of purple and reddish tones mixed in its grain.

Water-based topcoats, middle, enhance the grain of kiln-dried walnut, but do nothing to revive its grayish tone. But an oil-based finish, right, brings the warm colors back to life.
Our Lowest Price

$40.98

Millions are scrambling for the
2011 Silver Eagle...But we’re giving
it away TODAY at our lowest price!

The economic crisis has sparked a huge demand for U.S. Mint Silver Eagles. Collectors, investors, dealers and the public alike are scouring the country to obtain them, creating a serious national shortage. But today, as a special offer to new customers you can own these HEFTY Silver Dollars at our lowest price—only $40.98!

You Cannot Buy This Coin From the Mint!
The U.S. Mint does not sell Silver Eagle Dollars direct to the public. You can only obtain them through an authorized distributor. We have just reserved a fresh shipment of 2011 U.S. Mint Silver Eagles—the current U.S. Silver Dollar. These massive and attractive coins contain one full troy ounce of silver and feature the historic image of Miss Liberty draped in a U.S. flag walking boldly into the future.

No, We’re Not Crazy!
Why are we giving away this silver dollar at our lowest price? Because we want to introduce you to what hundreds of thousands of our satisfied customers have discovered since 1984—we’re your best source for coins worldwide. That’s why we’re giving away this 2011 U.S. Silver Eagle to you—for just $40.98* —to put you on the ground floor of great values like this—values our customers enjoy every day.

Highest Demand Ever for 2010 Eagles.
Act Before The 2011s Disappear!
We’ve never experienced such demand for Silver Eagles as we did in 2010. We predict the same for the 2011 Silver Eagles. So please hurry! They’re available RIGHT NOW. And with the current financial crisis they could easily sell out.

Don’t Miss Out! Limit 3 Per Customer
At our lowest price, we must set a strict limit of 3 coins per customer. The allure of silver is timeless, and the precious metal is a proven hedge against economic uncertainty. Don’t miss out! Call immediately, toll free, 1-888-870-8528 to add these elusive Silver Eagles to your holdings!

TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY
1-888-870-8528

[Offer Code ESL140]
Please mention this code when you call.

GovMint.com
14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. ESL140
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

www.GovMint.com
Compact drills and drivers pack surprising punch

Although one of the last tool companies to tap into the 12-volt, lithium-ion cordless tool market, DeWalt nonetheless turned out a fantastic set of drills and drivers featuring this battery technology. I tested three models that best fit woodworking—a power screwdriver, standard drill, and impact driver—running them through the same tests used when evaluating this class of drill/drivers in issue 198 (July 2010). The drill led the way by driving an eye-popping 306 screws per charge—almost 50 more than the drill that topped the prior test. The screwdriver finished close behind, averaging 297 screws, and the impact driver tallied 223. All three tools also fully seated a ⅛×2” lag screw in pine with no difficulty, and the impact driver seated a ⅜×2” lag screw. None of the other tested drills could do that. Impressive.

Three LED lights circling the ¼” quick-connect chuck on both the screwdriver and impact driver illuminate the work area without shadows. But the drill’s single light, located just above the trigger, doesn’t light the work area as well.

Each comes with a 35-minute charger and two slide-mount battery packs. This mounting position also allows for a thinner handle and grip, which I prefer to the thicker ones featuring insert batteries. If I could buy only one of these tools, I’d go with the screwdriver. It costs $20 less than the other two and will accommodate all my driver bits; I can use my higher-voltage drill to bore holes.

—Tested by Jan Svec, a former WOOD magazine project designer, builder, and editor

12-Volt Max cordless drill/drivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#DCF61052 Screwdriver</td>
<td>$140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#DCD71052 Drill/Driver</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#DCF81552 Impact Driver</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DeWalt
800-433-9258; dewalt.com

Is it cordless? Is it pneumatic? Yes—it’s both

Senco’s Fusion 15-gauge, angled finish nailer eliminates the two biggest hassles common to other nailers: cumbersome air hoses and stinky fuel cells. This model uses an 18-volt, lithium-ion battery-powered motor that retracts the driver piston and compresses the air behind it. Pulling the trigger releases the piston, driving the fastener. And it does all this in a package that weighs a little more than 6 pounds.

I used the Fusion F15 to install wainscoting on my stairwell, and quickly appreciated how nimble it is. The nose pinpoints nail placement with clear visibility thanks to an LED light. It won’t bump-fire as quickly as my pneumatic nailers, but I found it plenty quick enough.

And for clearing nail jams, the entire magazine comes off with the release of a lever. (The nailer never jammed on me, but it’s good to know there’s an easy fix if it should.) The F15 comes with one battery, and it drives 330 nails per charge. But you must remove the battery pack from the tool or turn the firing-mode selector switch to its “off” position to avoid depleting the battery when sitting idle overnight.

The 15-gauge nails have lots of holding power but leave larger holes than I’d like. Senco’s Mischel Schonberg said two 16-gauge finish nailers and an 18-gauge brad nailer will be launched later this year.

—Tested by Kevin Boyle, Senior Design Editor

Cordless 15-gauge finish nailer, #FUSION F-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#FUSION F-15</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Senco
800-543-4596; senco.com
HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS
Quality Tools at Ridiculously Low Prices
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! • Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools!

FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU!
How does Harbor Freight Tools sell high quality tools at such ridiculously low prices? We buy direct from the factories who also supply the major brands and sell direct to you. It’s just that simple! Come see for yourself at one of our 340 STORES NATIONWIDE and use this 20% OFF Coupon on one of our 7,000 products, plus with any purchase of $19.99 or greater, pick up a FREE 12” Ratchet Bar Clamp/Spreader, a $6.99 VALUE with our compliments. We stock Automotive products, Shop Equipment, Hand Tools, Tarps, Compressors, Air & Power Tools, Material Handling, Woodworking Tools, Welders, Tool Boxes, Outdoor Equipment, Generators, and much more. NOBODY BEATS OUR QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICE!

SUPER COUPON
FREE!
WITH MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $19.99
12” RATCHET BAR CLAMP/SPREADER, a $6.99 VALUE
ITEM 46807
REG. PRICE $6.99

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1
Use this coupon to save 20% off any one single item purchased. May not be applied to any Holiday Freight Tools Sale. Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on any of the following gift cards, trade-in Club memberships, extended service plans, Commissions, Licenses, Tools, Air & Power Tools, Material Handling, Woodworking Tools, Welders, Tool Boxes, Outdoor Equipment, Generators, or any other item. Offer expires 12/31/21. Limit one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1
Free item only available with qualifying minimum purchase of the Free gift item. Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 12/31/21 from original purchase date with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply. Free item must be self-fulfilled at MyHFT. Coupons cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must be presented in store, or with your order form, or emailed online in order to receive the offer. Valid through 6/18/21. Limit one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

20% OFF
ANY SINGLE ITEM

CHICAGO ELECTRIC
POWER TOOLS
$24.99
REG. PRICE $39.99
SAW BLADE INCLUDED
HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 4
This valuable coupon is good anywhere you drop Harbor Freight Tools retail stores, online, or on 800 number. Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on prior purchases after 12/31/21 from original purchase date with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply. Coupons cannot be bought, sold, or transferred. Original coupon must be presented in store, or with your order form, or emailed online in order to receive the offer. Valid through 6/18/21. Limit one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

OSCILLATING MULTIFUNCTION POWER TOOL
LOT NO. 67256
17 DIFFERENT ATTACHMENTS AVAILABLE IN OUR STORES!

12 VOLT 3/8” LITHIUM ION PROFESSIONAL CORDLESS DRILL/DRIVER
LOT NO. 60105
1/2” battery and charger included

CENTRAL PNEUMATIC
2 IN 1 COMBINATION AIR NAILER/STAPLER
LOT NO. 97569

CENTRAL MACHINERY
12” x 33-3/8” WOOD LATHE WITH REVERSIBLE HEAD
LOT NO. 34786

CENTRAL PNEUMATIC
16 GAUGE AIR FINISH NAILER
LOT NO. 80023

CENTRAL PNEUMATIC
4” x 36” BELT/6” DISC SANDER
LOT NO. 93617/97101

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1
Use this coupon to save 20% on any one single item purchased. May not be applied to any Holiday Freight Tools Sale. Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on any of the following gift cards, trade-in Club memberships, extended service plans, Commissions, Licenses, Tools, Air & Power Tools, Material Handling, Woodworking Tools, Welders, Tool Boxes, Outdoor Equipment, Generators, or any other item. Offer expires 12/31/21. Limit one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1
Use this coupon to save 20% off any one single item purchased. May not be applied to any Holiday Freight Tools Sale. Cannot be used with any other discount or coupon. Coupon not valid on any of the following gift cards, trade-in Club memberships, extended service plans, Commissions, Licenses, Tools, Air & Power Tools, Material Handling, Woodworking Tools, Welders, Tool Boxes, Outdoor Equipment, Generators, or any other item. Offer expires 12/31/21. Limit one coupon per customer and one coupon per day.
HARBOUR FREIGHT TOOLS
Quality Tools at Ridiculously Low Prices
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! • Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools!

60" HARDWOOD WORKBENCH
U.S. GENERAL
LOT NO. 93454
SALE $129.99
REG. PRICE $199.99

16" VARIABLE SPEED SCROLL SAW
LOT NO. 93012
SALE 27%
REG. PRICE $89.99

HIGH VOLUME, LOW PRESSURE SPRAY GUN KIT
LOT NO. 44671
SALE 24%
REG. PRICE $89.99

CENTRAL MACHINERY
OCCILLATING SPINDLE SANDER
LOT NO. 95888
SALE $60
REG. PRICE $149.99

16" x 30" STEEL SERVICE CART
LOT NO. 5187
SALE 37%
REG. PRICE $249.99

1.5 HP VARIABLE SPEED PLUNGE ROUTER
LOT NO. 67119
SALE 37%
REG. PRICE $79.99

CENTRAL MACHINERY
2 HP INDUSTRIAL 5 MICRON DUST COLLECTOR
LOT NO. 97869
SALE $100
REG. PRICE $149.99

PITTSBURGH
24" CLAMP AND CUT EDGE GUIDE
LOT NO. 69126
SALE 46%
REG. PRICE $12.99

CENTRAL MACHINERY
80 PIECE ROTARY TOOL SET
drillmaster
LOT NO. 97826
SALE 65%
REG. PRICE $39.99

CENTRAL FORGE
5 PIECE WOODCARVING CHISEL SET
LOT NO. 95034
SALE 40%
REG. PRICE $15.99

CENTRAL FORGE
12" COMBINATION SQUARE SET
LOT NO. 92471
SALE 60%
REG. PRICE $9.99

CENTRAL PNEUMATIC
HIGH SPEED METAL SAW
LOT NO. 8733113
SALE 66%
REG. PRICE $29.99

LIFETIME CARBIDE
PACK OF 10 ALUMINUM OXIDE SANDING SPONGES
LOT NO. 46751
SALE 55%
REG. PRICE $5.99

COARSE
REG. PRICE $4.99

MEDIUM
REG. PRICE $2.99

FINE
REG. PRICE $1.99

3 EASY WAYS TO SHOP!
Recruit support to cut oversize acrylic

Q: For the gun cabinet I’m making, I want to use acrylic instead of glass in the door. I’ve cut acrylic before on my tablesaw, but I’m finding this large piece awkward to handle. How do I cut it safely and accurately?

—Adam Fedler, Fremont, Calif.

A: Support, support, and more support, Adam. First, create a grooved auxiliary fence for your tablesaw, like the one shown below. Make the groove slightly wider than the thickness of your acrylic, about 1/4” deep and positioned 1/8” from the bottom edge. The groove traps the acrylic, lending it rigidity to resist bowing up as it rides over the tablesaw blade.

Second, use plenty of outfeed and infeed support. Lower the outfeed support slightly below table level to account for any droop as the acrylic comes off. Ensure that the infeed support doesn’t interfere with your path toward the saw as you cut.

Finally, cutting full pieces of acrylic like the one shown isn’t a one-man job, so recruit a helper. Have your helper loosely guide the edge and keep an eye on the outfeed end while you focus on guiding it against the fence and through the blade. This method also works well for cutting thin sheets of plywood.

continued on page 82
The Test Pilot’s Secret Weapon

Eagle Eyes® Aviator sunglasses are quite simply the most advanced eye protection ever created.

You are strapped into the cockpit of a craft so secret it doesn’t even have a name. NASA engineers have worked for years to perfect the design. Today is the day. The weather is perfect. One million pounds of thrust will put you face to face with the sun. Getting back is up to you.

Few have the courage to boldly face the unknown. Even fewer are willing to do it at twice the speed of sound. But for those who accept the challenge, clear vision is not a luxury. We’re proud that so many professionals refuse to go anywhere without their Eagle Eyes® Aviators. And today, we’d like to offer you the chance to see the future for only $79!

The most advanced eye protection ever created. To guard astronauts’ eyesight while working in space, NASA’s top scientists first looked to nature for a solution for eye protection against the harsh effects of solar radiation. This quest led them to breakthrough studies revealing how eagles can simultaneously distinguish their prey from their surroundings with utmost precision, while protecting their eyes from sunlight.

They found that eagles and other birds of prey possess distinct light-sensitive oil droplets in their eyes that not only protect, but enhance their vision even at great distances. Developed from this original NASA optic technology, Eagle Eyes® now gives those here on earth serious sun-protection, offering 10 distinct performance levels of polarized protection and vision-enhancing capabilities in a single lens.

Unparalleled clarity. With their certified triple filtering system, Eagle Eyes® reduces the blinding glare you may encounter while driving or enjoying outside activities. This technology produces unparalleled visual clarity, contrast and definition and blocks the harsh UV radiation and dangerous blue light while enhancing the colors of your environment. All of this with “no-smudge/no-finger-print oleophobic and waterproof hydrophobic coatings. The Eagle Eyes® Aviators are modeled after the most classic frames in history with scratch resistant lens coatings, affording maximum durability while maintaining crack and impact resistance.

Not available in stores. You won’t find Eagle Eyes® Aviators in boutiques or specialty shops (we don’t do kiosks or kiosks either). Because of the advanced technology behind every pair of Eagle Eyes®, it takes months to release each pair that meets our exacting standards. You will also receive FREE one soft zipper case and a micro-fiber cleaning pouch & cloth with anti-fog cleaner. Plus, if you are not thrilled with the Eagle Eyes® Aviators technology, simply return them within 30 days for a full refund of your purchase price.

Eagle Eyes® Aviators Sunglasses $295 Now only $79 & S&F
Call now to take advantage of this limited offer.
1-888-201-7059
Promotional Code EEA132-01
Please mention this code when you call.

Stauer®
14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. EEA132-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com
A fix for color bleeding from padauk

Q: I recently built a maple box with padauk accents. Everything went well until I applied a finish. That's when color from the bright orange padauk bled all over the white maple. Ugh! How do I prevent the bleeding?

—Aldo Miller, Cleveland, Ohio

A: Yikes, Aldo, sorry about your troubles. Oily, vibrantly colored woods, such as padauk, purpleheart, and bloodwood, can cross-contaminate nearby woods in a couple of ways: colorful oils leeching into the glue and finish, and dust from sanding settling into pores of adjacent woods.

To prevent color-bleeding, immediately before glue-up, thoroughly wipe down every surface of the padauk with acetone to remove any oil on the surface.

After finish-sanding the completed project, thoroughly vacuum the surfaces to remove all dust that might muddy the finish on lighter-colored woods. Then repeat the acetone wipedown to remove any residual oil that wicked to the surface in the meantime. Finally, use tape to mask off the padauk elements of the piece before applying an initial seal coat of finish. Remove the tape, and finish the entire piece as usual. Protected by the seal coat, the surrounding, lighter-colored woods resist contamination.

Scraping, rather than sanding, reduces cross-species contamination caused by fine, powdery sawdust. Either way, vacuum your piece thoroughly, and wipe it with acetone prior to finishing.
**Ask WOOD**

**Cold-weather considerations**

Q. I'm setting up my shop in Ontario, Canada. The shop is insulated and has a wood-burning stove, but I won't be able to consistently tend it. How will these temperature shifts affect my woodworking?

— Peter Roberts, Toronto

A. Congrats on the new shop, Peter. Here are some ways that cold impacts your woodworking.

Glue-ups and finishes require additional drying time. Most glue and finish manufacturers recommend that the glue, finish, air, and surfaces all be above about 50°F. (That's 10°C, in your neck of the woods, Peter.) So, if you're not able to maintain that temperature in the shop for the duration of the application and drying, consider bringing the project into the heated house (preferably into your well-ventilated basement) for those operations.

With cold weather comes dry weather. In the winter, your project wood will experience its most shrunk state. When the big thaw comes, that wood will start to expand with the increased moisture. Account for this in your projects by leaving extra expansion space in frame-and-panel assemblies, tabletops, and drawer reveals.

And because your wood-stove-heated shop will alternate between cold and warm, watch out for condensation on your tools. Protect your cast-iron surfaces with a rust protectant such as Boeshield T-9 (Rockler item no. 53470, 800-279-4441, rockler.com) or Empire TopSaver (Rockler item no. 20243).

---

Once you've warmed your cold winter shop, a baby-bottle warmer speeds the process of warming chilled glue.
**ONE RESOURCE for all your moulder needs!**

See ALL our planer/moulder models
On-line at www.logosol.com

The NEW PH360

LOGOSOL
SOLUTION DRIVEN WOOD PROCESSING

1-877-564-6765

---

**Nancy’s Rocker & Footstool**

Most woodworkers’ “want to list” of projects includes building a "Maloof Style" rocking chair. Our 34 page instruction booklet with color photos, and two 36” x 48” full-size pattern provide you with all the knowledge and confidence you will need to build Nancy’s Rocker and the matching footstool, also shown full size....! Actually with our plan you get two great design projects...

Plan #415

AMERICAN FURNITURE DESIGN
P.O. Box 50006 Bonsall CA 92003
Nancy’s Rocker & Footstool $45.95 + $7.00 SHIP
Phone 760-743-4923
www.americandesignigm.com

---

**The DR® POWERWAGON is a Self-Propelled HAULER**

**HAULS UP TO 800 LBS.**
firewood...mulch...gravel...stone. Powers up hills and down...even through soft, wet soil!

**ELECTRIC-START**
and powered dump options available.

**EASY TO USE!** Rear caster and differential drive for easy turning...
4 speeds, reverse, dump-bed, hand brake all included.

FREE CATALOG

FREE SHIPPING
For a Limited Time

Call for a FREE DVD & Catalog!

TOLL-FREE 1-877-201-5353
DRpowerwagon.com

---

**Make Time!**
Create your own wooden gear clock!
Order the pattern or the complete kit, build it your way!

Wooden-Gear-Clocks.com
715-955-4104
www.wooden-gear-clocks.com

---

**Need more space? Build your own murphy bed.**

Piston-lift mechanism kit includes step-by-step construction plans and instructional DVD
Create-A-Bed®
Toll Free 1-877-966-3852
www.wallbed.com

---

**Projects and Plans**

Wheelbarrow
Kit to build includes 1.5” iron wheel that really works, axle and step-by-step plans. Finished project measures 66”L x 24”W x 26”H. $47.90 P.P.D.

ByeGone Workshop
888-279-3941 8-5 M-F EST
www.byegone.com

---

**WWW.PENMAKINGSUPPLIES.COM**

Pen Kits, Pen Blanks, Finishing Products, Lathes, & More!

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-653-1930
What's Ahead

Coming up in the September 2011 issue (on sale July 5th)

Classic Bookcase
Build this sturdy bookcase with just two tablesaw joints: dadoes and rabbets. Then add a touch of class with the shop-made rosettes and built-up molding.

Floating-top Table
This light and airy piece combines contemporary design with classic elegance.

Woodworking on Wheels
An American hero and wheelchair-woodworker shows you a thing or two about shop setup.

Computers
We test 11 portable compressors (pancake and hot-dog styles) to find the one best suited to your needs.

Safety Accessories for Gadget Guys
Enjoy better results and peace of mind using these latest-and-greatest devices.

Shop-made Hand Plane
Build this heirloom-quality tool with just shop scraps, and a $10 plane iron from your local home center.

And more pro features than any router in its class.

Our new line of routers is engineered to deliver pro features in a DIY tool, so you can count on better control and balance to tackle the most challenging projects with total confidence. Choose from fixed-base or combo – they're the only routers in their class that have a Soft-Start™ motor for smooth start-ups, an integrated LED for better visibility, a precise micro-fine depth adjustment and a dual-position on/off switch. All of these features help you achieve your best work yet.

Learn more at www.skiltools.com/en/router

Available at

Lowe's

Let's Build Something Together™

Model 1817 Fixed-Base Router
THE ADHESIVE BRAND TRUSTED ON SUSPENSION BRIDGES AND GARDEN SHEDS.

For over 50 years, people have trusted the proven performance of Loctite® adhesives to stand up to the world’s most challenging jobs. And there’s a Loctite specially formulated for your important job, too. Find it at loctiteproducts.com.